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“Listen, I hate it when people who need us make
it sound like we are the ones who need them.”

“Wait a second. Who is this Vee by the way?”

“Do I have to sleep with you to show you
I’m neither your friend nor your brother?”

“Let’s take this to the very end, Vee. Let’s seize
that trophy called the World Cup.”

“Are you doing this because you think
you have me in your palm?”
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THE BOOK

A major ambassador to the world’s biggest organisations,
20-year-old Tai VeShadd graces the international
spotlight as an adored, out of the world footballer.
But then, hours after the opening match of a World Cup
that ends with a big win for VeShadd’s team, the
accomplished sportsman concedes a shocking goal in the
game of life.
Yet the world’s most powerful organisations choose
rather to be the hell bound criminals to keep the one in a
million Tai VeShadd intact for the World Cup event.
Penalty is a beautifully told sports thriller with an
engaging message: Flaws are fouls and fouls are fined.
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———

I do not understand what I do; for I
don’t do what I would like to do, but instead I
do what I hate.
So I find that this law is at work: when I want to
do good, what is evil is the only choice I have.
My inner being delights in the law of God. But I
see a different law at work in my body…
What an unhappy man I am! Who will rescue
me from this body that is taking me to death?
[ROMANS 7:15, 21 – 23, 24; The Bible]
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Chapter 1
_____

A CRIME that was to be kept top secret by
the highest authorities appeared to have leaked
just about now.
It seemed the ready ears of reporters had
caught up with the little wisp of information in
the air.
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Like the pelting of large raindrops on desert
grounds, thuds of a dozen footsteps sprinting
through the large reception hall of the Planetario
Hotels filled the ears of bystanders.
A serious case had just occurred there in one
of the most luxurious hotel in the desert country
of Quitalia located in the northeastern horn of
Africa.
Precisely at Quitalia’s capital city of Mailora.
Like the diffusing wave of a distant billow of
smog, a vague tip had already spread across a
legion of news media.
They only need to bug the Planetario Hotels
with their reporters’ presence to be able to dig
up something cogent about what they got a tip of.
All were in a race to beam their searchlight on
what might probably be the most selling story of
the entire World Cup news altogether.
Many of the reporters were lucky enough to
push past the security operatives in the crowded
reception that early hours of the day.
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Some others who couldn’t wade through the
resistance resorted to hanging around and
lobbying, until they could find a pass in.
Kansi was lucky to push through the crowd of
other reporters into the spacious reception lobby.
A dark, slim young dude of twenty-nine, he
worked for a popular independent print and
online newspaper in the country. The
Megaphone.
Kansi smiled to himself as he pushed his way
into the reception.
It was the reporter’s seventh year on his job.
And he aimed at a long deserved promotion while
he raced amid other journalists to cover the
story.
He was grateful to be assigned this. The
recently promoted Managing Chief at his
workplace had chosen to give him the
opportunity to prove himself.
Kansi’s boss had always believed in his ability
and hard work. Unlike the previous manager who
10
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detested
the
young
straightforwardness.

man

for

his

It was just about 7 early that morning, and the
crime incident had happened some minutes
before midnight.
It had, in fact, occurred just a couple of hours
after the grand opening match of the World Cup,
being hosted by Quitalia.
Quitalia 2018 was the very first World Cup
event that the humble North African country
would be hosting.
And it’d taken the nation four full years to
actively prepare for it.
But then, here was something grave that
wouldn’t ever be let out of the executive Suite
No. 701 of the Planetario Hotels – and into the
high streets of Quitalia.
More especially when that something grave
wasn’t unconnected to the ongoing World Cup.
The case was no minor one at all.
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But never because the culprit was a serial
killer. Or a member of a Mafia. Or something
along those cliché lines.
For the charming twenty-year-old alleged
culprit was none of those things.
But he was the golden boy of the opening
match of the World Cup, held just the night
before.
Yet the Quitalian footballer was the rarest
kind of success that’d enjoyed a glorious
worldwide spotlight since he was about seventeen
years of age.
His golden name was Tai VeShadd.
VeShadd had made lasting records in the
world of football. Only to break his own records
with yet unbeatable ones.
Football to VeShadd was as though he was the
inventor of that global sports. The charming boy
even drove the game from his post like a crazily
genius gamer.
12
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It wasn’t a joke at all that the youngster was
nicknamed ‘King of Football.’
And it wasn’t for nothing the dude was made
the captain of Quitalia’s national team.
Yet Tai VeShadd was only a goalkeeper.
But VeShadd was that rare out-of-the-box
type of keeper!
The twenty-year-old had a clean sheet record
that spelt out the fact that he hadn’t ever
conceded a penalty goal.
For it was the boy’s specialty that none of his
valiant contemporaries ever got to master.
As for goals from the pitch, the young goal
killer had a count of just six conceded goal in his
entire football carrier.
The gorgeous, light complexioned, curly
haired dude was the likeable, loveable sort after
all.
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For Tai VeShadd was a humble, adorable
gentleman. In spite of his grand records and
achievements in the world of sports.
He was a kid with a sense of responsibility and
a record of integrity. And he was a devoted
Christian, too.
VeShadd came under an international spotlight
when he stretched his skill to nerve wrecking
limits in a notable U-17 match he played for his
country a couple of years ago.
And he wrought an astonishing, jaw dropping
goal for his team as a keeper.
The mathematical goal which the athletic
robot made was one strange, earth shattering goal
kick – which unbelievably skidded from net to
net.
The incredibly glorious feat got a long,
terrific, exhilarating roar… and which made the
entire stadium quake and quiver.
And so, like as of the speed of a lightning bolt,
several international football clubs swept in to
haggle over Quitalia’s golden boy.
14
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It wasn’t too long that Tai VeShadd became a
primary ambassador for the prestigious Teen
Vogue. And then, for UNICEF, too. And also,
the World Health Organisation (WHO).
It also wasn’t too long that the entire planet
couldn’t help doodling over that Prince
Charming on the football pitch.
And yet again, at the opening match of the
2018 Quitalia World Cup, VeShadd kindled a
literal fire in the hearts of passionate fans with his
signature goal.
At the 89th minute of the hopeless match that
was to end with a 1:1 score, the miracle boy
turned the games around within a second – with
an absolute checkmate.
And it was VeShadd again: the king of football
swept into action and made the rarest, out-ofthe-world net to net goal kick…
With a long, fire breathing parabola shot!
The fast rolling ball skidded through the thin
waves of upper air with such a wild, unstoppable
spiral spin.
15
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And it was only caught a moment too late…
within the crushed opponent’s net.
It was a goal! A terrific goal.
The rest of the opening match was an
unstoppable roar of excitement.
The goal was also the unbeatable feat that’d go
on to earn VeShadd the awards of both the Best
Goal of the Tournament as well as the Man of the
Match, in the World Cup event.
But then, as of now – several hours after the
victorious opening match – the so-called king of
football had rather conceded a major goal in the
game of life.
It was a mistake too many. A fault too much.
And a lapse too early.
It was something that could destroy all that
VeShadd ever stood for and all that he ever
achieved.
If… just if, it became known to the public.
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Yet, with the camera eyes of preying
reporters, the beloved world class footballer and
model ambassador could soon become the subject
of a heated ugly news scandal.
And which could even raze down all things on
its path.
Kansi dashed along the vast hotel lobby with
the others. He held his notepad and a pen in one
hand and pulled his cameraman with the other
hand.
The
twenty-nine-year-old
investigative
reporter managed to wade through the thickly
packed crowd of other racing reporters.
As Kansi pushed through his stumbling blocks,
with his cameraman in his firm grip, the young
man raised his gaze.
And who he saw coming ahead was Tai
VeShadd.
The national team’s captain and hero.
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It was the very fibre of motivation the
reporter needed to push behind the rest of his
obstructions.
With all the force the desperate young man
could muster, Kansi brushed his rivals aside in a
gallant sweep of a hand.
He skidded forward with a giant slide and
found himself stuck to a standing foot.
He was excited he reached first. He was
thrilled he arrived.
He let out a deep breath. ‘Ah… my
promotion is solved now!’
Kansi raised himself slowly to face his definite
aid towards his desired promotion.
But, standing up, the young man’s gaze was
faced squarely with a gladiator looking bouncer.
Kansi stepped back and looked around.
He could see a line of security operatives with
hefty arms spread apart like the barricading Great
Wall of China.
18
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He looked back over his shoulders and saw
that his rival reporters had halted in their steps –
including his own cameraman.
The young man shot his gaze past the great
wall of men in front of him and saw the football
superstar having his arms folded across his chest.
For behind the king of football stood the
powerful world organisations like a huge and
mighty rock.
And they would shield VeShadd and cover up
his crime.
Up to the very end of the world.
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Chapter 2
_____

AS at 3 am that day – and before reporters
came to flood Planetario Hotels and bumped into
Tai VeShadd at 7 am – the higher-ups had begun
taking full care of the kid’s mess.
But VeShadd never even knew anything.
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It was about three in the early hours of that
day and a crescent moon shone over Quitalia’s
capital city of Mailora.
The national minister of sports was in a
private meeting with the nation’s president when
he got a phone call.
It had been a habit for Sayid, a retired
professor of physical and health education, to
make work related demands to the president for
every bit of success he achieved in his position.
And Professor Sayid had set out early that
morning to strike when the iron was hot.
He wanted to seize the opportunity of the last
night great win to make new demands for his
portfolio.
Sayid knew the president wouldn’t deny him
an audience now, even when he hadn’t got a
fixed appointment with the president.
The sixty-something-year-old minister was
sure the gleeful mood the national team had
placed Quitalia in, would suffice to grant him the
president’s eager attention.
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And it was just as expected.
For the president was really pleased with the
minister for the previous night’s spectacular win.
And he ticked off everything the sports minister
demanded.
Sayid was just about to end his talk with the
president that early hours of dawn, when his
personal assistant tipped in and handed him his
mobile phone.
The old man had got an important call.
With the look on the face of his personal
assistant, Sayid could tell the call was probably
more urgent than whatever he was doing at the
moment.
He trusted that his PA wouldn’t be so dumb
and clueless to interrupt him while he was in a
meeting with the president, after all.
With the beeping phone in the sports
minister’s hesitant hand now, the president
decided to help the old man out of the
awkwardness.
22
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He wrapped up the talk within a moment and
dismissed the anxious retired professor.
Sayid walked out of the presidential office
with brisk steps and picked up the call the
moment he was out.
The minister spoke first. ‘Yes, what is it,
Alhi?’
‘It’s me, sir,’ the caller replied. ‘The national
coach, sir.’
Sayid was simply impatient. ‘Yes I know it’s
you. What is it? You’re calling me in the middle
of the night… I mean…’
He glanced at his wristwatch. ‘This is about
three in the morning for God’s sake! What is it
exactly?’
Alhi’s breathing was pretty noisy when he
spoke. ‘We have a serious problem, sir. Erm… I
can’t explain it on phone, sir. But I’m at your
office right now.’
Sayid could hear the national coach’s voice
tremble as he spoke.
23
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And the sports minister could tell there was
really a major problem with the national team,
the Desert Camels of Quitalia.
Yet the problem was one he just couldn’t
guess out.
Sayid took a deep breath and paused for a
second.
‘I’m on my way,’ he said at last, in a low,
humble voice.
◊◊◊
At that time, VeShadd was sitting alone at
the swimming pool at the five-star hotel.
The young dude’s intention was to miss the
practice for the morning, unknown to him that
it’d later be canceled.
For the players had stayed up late into
midnight, partying hard over the spectacular win
of that opening match.
VeShadd sat at the pool with a downcast gaze.
He was lost in thought.
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He’d confided in Coach Alhi about what
happened in his hotel suite before midnight. And
which was turning his hotel room into a crime
scene.
A hand suddenly tapped him from behind.
And it was the tap he felt on his shoulder that
brought him back to his environment.
‘Hey, Vee; what’s up?’ the voice called.
‘Guess you’re surprised the practice this morning
was cancelled?’
VeShadd turned around. It was Staka. His best
friend on the team.
Staka didn’t wait for VeShadd’s response. ‘I
wasn’t surprised anyway,’ he continued, ‘I know
it would be cancelled. We slept late yesterday
due to the party, you know…’
Staka tapped his friend, taking a seat beside
him in the instance. ‘Oh that reminds me! You
weren’t at the party yesterday night. I searched
for you all night.’
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It was right at that moment Staka gave
VeShadd a careful look, and he noticed his
friend’s look of disinterest and low spirits.
‘Hey, are you alright?’ he asked. ‘You look
like you will soon tear up. What’s the problem?’
VeShadd was as quiet and still as a deserted
house.
Staka didn’t wait for his friend to respond yet
again – before he popped in with words of
motivation.
‘It’s the first World Cup for both of us. I was
dazed when I scored the first goal yesterday
night…
‘But, man, my goal can’t even dare compare
with that crazy one you made at the 89th minute
last night! It was a real bullet shot!
‘But we still have a long way to go, you know.
So you can’t afford to break down on just one
goal.’
He looked into VeShadd’s eyes.
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‘Let’s take this to the very end, Vee. Let’s
seize that trophy called the World Cup,’ Staka
finished as he patted him on the back.
VeShadd took a weak glance at Staka. ‘Can
you let’s share your suite till this whole thing
ends, please?’ he spoke for the first time.
Staka elbowed his friend. ‘Oh Vee… come
on! I know you’re a scarecrow already; but
sharing a room? I don’t know you can be this
scared of sleeping alone!’
He gave him a brisk tap on the shoulder.
‘Well, no problem; you can come over. Just
remind me to get you married as soon as we win
the cup, huh! You sure need a pretty wife!’
Staka walked away, smiling to himself.
And VeShadd sunk back into his pool of
worries.
◊◊◊
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‘Hey, Coach Alhi… what could be so
urgent for you to leave the boys behind and come
see me this early dawn, huh?’
It was Professor Sayid yelling out of
anxiousness as he walked from his car into his
office.
He turned the door key through the key hole
and opened up his office, as he let the chief coach
in.
Still pretty anxious, the old man raised the
window blinds to let in fresh morning air, as he
prepared himself to be hit by an oncoming shock.
The two men sat on a big comfy settee across
the minister’s desk.
Sayid leaned forward where he sat facing Alhi.
‘So, what really happened?’ he queried
impatiently.
‘Thank you, sir,’ Alhi replied; ‘it’s one of the
boys. I don’t know exactly how it happened
yesterday before midnight and I didn’t bother to
ask the details...’
28
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He went on. ‘He was still in shock when I met
him and there was no way of getting any sensible
information out of him.’
Alhi’s words weren’t as articulate as the sports
minister wanted it to be. Whatever the fortytwo-year-old chief coach was trying to say had
only been mystified in a fog of anxieties.
Sayid came to Alhi’s rescue. ‘Okay, Alhi…
calm down first. And tell me what exactly
happened.’
Alhi breathed in and out; and then, he
resumed. ‘In the early hours of this morning, Vee
called me...’
Sayid couldn’t process who Vee was. He
thought to ask, but decided to listen on.
Alhi went on. ‘He told me to come to his
hotel suite and I went to him. I thought he
wanted to discuss a strategy with me.
‘But on getting to his suite, I saw what
shocked me to death, sir!
29
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‘We can’t win the world cup, sir. In fact,
we’re out of the games already. We’re totally out
and all our efforts have come to naught, sir!’
Sayid was becoming more impatient. First, he
didn’t know who this Vee Alhi was talking about
was.
And now again, rather than say what exactly
he saw at that Vee’s hotel room, this confused
national coach was already prophesying doom for
the national team.
Sayid knew getting angry at the moment
would do no good. He decided to persevere in
his patience.
‘Okay, what did you see in the hotel room?’
Sayid asked.
‘It was a girl, sir. Lying in a pool of her own
blood! Right in Vee’s suite, sir!’
Sayid was perplexed. ‘Blood? A girl? What d’
you mean?’
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The sports minister was already thrown offbalance and he could now understand why Alhi
had been that dramatic.
The old man knew he’d got to know just who
this Vee was.
He squinted. ‘Wait a second. Who is this Vee
by the way?’
‘I didn’t know what to do,’ Alhi interposed.
‘So, I called the team doctor and they’re already
taking care of the girl at the moment.’
Professor Sayid was getting irritated by now.
And with the last strand of composure he had
left, he asked with some assertiveness.
‘Alhi, who is this Vee? Huh?!’
And just about then, Alhi realised he’d really
been carried away by this big incident.
‘Ah I’m so sorry, sir!’ he gasped, realising he
hadn’t been responding accordingly.
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The sports minister looked at the coach and
shook his head in sympathy, understanding the
possible weight of the incident on the coach.
‘Poor soul,’ he mused; ‘he’s overwhelmed by
it already!’
Alhi spoke up. ‘It’s VeShadd, sir. The team’s
captain.’
Professor Sayid staggered in his seat.
‘Wait a min… c’mon… you mean, Ve…
VeShadd… the very same VeShadd?!’
The sports minister could only stutter.
And a warm stream of tear coursed down
Alhi’s long face.
His voice came out in a weak, low moan.
‘Yes sir, our Tai VeShadd. What should we
do?’
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Chapter 3
_____

VESHADD was already becoming restless,
where he sat at the hotel swimming pool.
He was dazed by his reality. He was trying to
make sense of everything that’d happened since
midnight.
The accomplished footballer couldn’t bring
himself to think about the crime incident.
34
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All he could dare to think about was how he’d
called Coach Alhi hours before dawn and had
confided in him.
He also remembered his coach’s last words
before he’d left him then.
‘Pull yourself together and wait for me, Vee,’
Alhi had said. ‘Don’t do anything until I return.
Don’t tell anybody else about this. I’ll be back
soon.’
And Coach Alhi had thereafter called on their
medical team to attend to the victim who was
lying in the pool of her own blood. In VeShadd’s
hotel suite.
By now, VeShadd was becoming impatient
where he sat at the poolside. He wasn’t sure how
the national coach would handle the situation.
Billows of doubts began to diffuse through his
thoughts.
Could Coach Alhi have gone to report me to the
police?
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No… if he wanted to, he wouldn’t tell the team’s
doctors to treat the girl first.
But what can he be planning? Can I really trust
Coach in all these…?
But do I even have an option now? Oh… gosh!
VeShadd sunk his head in-between his laps.
The future had never seemed so blurry.
Ever since the twenty-year-old became a
world renowned footballer, he’d always been
sure of tomorrow; of his next steps in life.
But as of now, VeShadd wasn’t even sure he’d
be able to see the end of today.
◊◊◊
Professor Sayid couldn’t contain the shock
he’d just received from what the national coach
had just related to him.
It was the ace of Quitalia’s football team that
was in the centre of a scandal that could shatter
just everyone in a twinkle of an eye.
Just if the big deal got to leak somehow.
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The minister of sports stood up and went to
the window to take in a rush of fresh air. He
leaned his forehead against his arm rested over
the broad window frame.
The old man had bet everything on the
national team. He’d even made an early visit to
the president to court more favours on behalf of
the team.
And here was everything about to crumble
down before his very eyes. Just because of one
silly boy’s mistake.
Sayid was devastated.
‘The president mustn’t hear of this incidence,’
he murmured and started pacing about the large
office room; his head bowed in thought.
He went on. ‘The World Cup Sports
Committee mustn’t know about this; otherwise
we’re out.’
The old man halted in his steps and turned
around to face Coach Alhi in a jiffy.
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‘Can we win the world cup without VeShadd
at all?’ he asked.
The question was meant to be a rhetorical one
anyway. For Professor Sayid himself knew that
the Quitalian Desert Camels wouldn’t go any far
without Tai Veshadd.
VeShadd was the gallons of fluid that moved
Quitalia’s skillfully resilient beasts on the pitch.
Rhetorical as the sports minister’s question
was, Alhi answered with the obvious regardless.
‘We don’t have the chance, sir,’ the coach
replied in a weak voice; ‘he’s our ace.’
Sayid was frustrated.
‘Why must one silly boy ruin my career?’ he
lamented. ‘I’ve managed all sorts of sportsmen,
and they never gave me any problem. Not even
drug related problem!
‘Even boxers never gave me any problem. No
records of street fights, violence or even women
abuse. They were just simple sportsmen. Really
good gentlemen!
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‘What I don’t understand is why someone
who is meant to keep or kick a rolling ball, will
try to ruin my career because he thinks it’s better
he starts keeping and kicking a girl!’
Alhi was only quiet, as he listened to the
minister moan.
The team’s coach reasoned that there was
really no time to lament. They had to seek for a
fast way out.
And the only solution Alhi could think of was
to instantly cover up the incident before the
media caught up on it.
For it was obvious they couldn’t afford to lose
VeShadd in the team.
Alhi decided to face it.
He spoke up. ‘Sir, I think we will have to
cover up the incidence – and as fast as possible!’
He went on immediately. ‘We’ve got a lot to
lose if this gets out. We can’t afford to lose
VeShadd. It’s not even an option, sir.’
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The sports minister stood with arms akimbo;
and he genuflected with a hand once in a while as
he replied just as soon.
‘Of course,’ he quipped.
‘I know we have to cover it up, Alhi. But it’s
the World Cup we’re talking here! We have the
whole world watching us. And this Vee is
constantly in the international spotlight, you
know.
‘We can only cover up our own local affairs.
But we can’t ever get to cover things up when the
whole world is here staring at us!’
The minister dropped his hands; giving up
defeated.
He finished. ‘Take it or leave it – we can’t
cover this up; the whole world is keenly
watching!’
The two men heaved a deep, worried sigh.
The older man picked up again, and with
some frustration in his weary voice.
40
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‘If it were to be an academy or school setting,
maybe the parents of this Vee boy would’ve been
summoned to come and take care of him.
‘But this silly boy is an adult, for crying out
loud. And, besides, the issue is far more serious
than calling up a grown up kid’s parents.’
Alhi blurted with a sudden start, jumping to
his feet at once. ‘Yeah… parents, sir!’
Sayid turned around, squinting his eyes as he
curiously observed the excited chief coach.
‘Er… what… what are you meaning to say,
Alhi?’ he queried.
Alhi drew close to the older man and
excitedly held his hand as he drew him to a two
seater sofa. ‘Let’s seat first, sir,’ he breathed; his
eyes bright and elated.
Professor Sayid looked at the forty-two-yearold chief coach with both surprise and curiosity,
as he followed behind him to the settee.
The two men sat, with Sayid leaning towards
the Quitalian national team’s coach with interest.
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Sayid was the first to speak just as soon as the
two men were seated. ‘So, go on, Alhi… I think
you have something to say… an idea, right?’
Alhi nodded firmly.
He began.
‘Sir, the whole world is currently in Quitalia
now for the World Cup and so is Vee’s
backbone, the World Union.
‘Vee is the major ambassador for UNICEF and
WHO – under the broad canopy of the World
Union. The kid’s also the main ambassador for
the prestigious Teen Vogue.
‘The boy’s got really big names behind him,
sir. And he’s the world’s best footballer on
record!’
Tai VeShadd’s backbone, about which Alhi
was talking, was the conglomerate of the world’s
most powerful organisations.
Named, the United Nations’ International
Organisations Network.
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Also called the World Union – owing to its
strategic acronym.
Professor Sayid was irritated already. He
leaned back; gesturing broadly as he spilled out
his next words.
‘Alhi, you’re telling me this silly boy’s profile!
What has all these got to do with the issue on
ground, huh? Do I care to know how you guys
worship this stupid kid?!’
Alhi decided to cut to the chase at once. ‘Sir,
the point is, if VeShadd loses face, these big
organisations lose face too…’
The chief coach leaned a little forward.
‘In other words, sir, the World Union don’t
have any choice than to help us cover up this big
stuff!’
Sayid absorbed everything at once and it made
absolute sense.
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He nodded with a sigh of relief.
‘Now we’re talking!’ he breathed.
◊◊◊
The sports minister and the national coach
set out at once.
To have an emergency meeting with the
executive delegate of the World Union for the
World Cup. At their station further down along
the capital Mailora’s beltway.
In the meanwhile – and at the almost empty
ministry of sports complex where Coach Alhi and
Professor Sayid had had the emergency talk – an
official Mr Kemwu had stayed up the whole
night, working and then loitering about.
He’d seen the national coach wait outside the
office complex in the cold of early dawn.
He also eavesdropped on him calling on phone
earlier to say there was a serious problem and
that he’d wait until the sports minister arrived.
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The middle aged man also marked how
hurriedly the sports minister arrived and the two
had a brief talk before hurrying out somewhere
again.
The curious man had tried to make out
something from eavesdropping closer by. But the
winds were absolutely unfavourable that cold
early hours of dawn.
As soon as Professor Sayid and Coach Alhi
zoomed off in the sports minister’s jeep, the
middle aged gossiper picked up his mobile and
dialled the chief of a top news media company.
‘I’ve got a very hot news tip for you,’ Kemwu
whispered when the listener picked up and
yawned.
‘But you’ve got to dig up about it yourself
’cause I don’t really know what it’s really about,’
he said in a whisper.
The listener grunted at the other end.
‘But this I can tell you for certain: it is more of
a big scandal stuff among the Desert Camels at
the Planetario Hotels – I can bet my life on that!
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‘I’m calling from the sports ministry now –
for you to know this is valid!’
The listener came awake at once. ‘Oh man!
You mean…!’
Kemwu laughed. ‘Hey, not so fast! Today’s
tip isn’t the normal deal. Sports scandal during
the World Cup is dead expensive, man! Let’s talk
price first, c’mon!’
Kemwu was able to bargain a big price for his
tip before he ended the call.
But he wasn’t satisfied, for that worth of
story. He decided to tip as many news media as
he possibly could, while placing a huge price on
the tip.
He spent the whole rest of the time before
daybreak wide awake, calling up several many
news media and entering into an agreement on
payment with them.
He wasn’t going to sell that possibly big
scandal for just one buyer. He was out to make a
fortune out of sports himself.
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But Kemwu never knew about the World
Union.
He never knew the reporters weren’t going to
find a single thing by morning.
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Chapter 4
_____

KAREN LIU was a woman with the pride of
a lion king.
She was a renowned business tycoon whose
cooperation, headquartered in her country
China, had got its presence in sixty-five countries
of the world…
And across five continents.
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The magnificent businesswoman’s net worth
itself could buy five developing countries at once
and have as much left to give to charity for a
showoff.
Ms Liu, who was also a board member of the
World Union, was the organisation’s Chief
Director for Africa – and as far back as eight
years.
And the woman’s presence, along with a huge
team of logistics as well as other field workers,
was the representation of the World Union at the
ongoing World Cup in the North African country
of Quitalia.
It was a quarter to five that early morning.
It was still the morning after the opening
match of Quitalia 2018, and also the morning a
young lady was found in the pool of her own
blood in VeShadd’s hotel suite.
Both the Quitalian sports minister Professor
Sayid as well as the national coach Alhi shuddered
in their seats like drenched little fowls…
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As they talked about their predicament with
the iron faced World Union principality in her
office.
This fierce lion of a woman was now the one
whose card would decide Tai VeShadd’s fate.
Including the fate of his coach Alhi and his
country’s sport minister Sayid – indeed, the
entire nation of Quitalia as well. In the ongoing
World Cup hosted in the country.
Would the World Union be willing to throw
its full weight behind their ambassador to entirely
cover up VeShadd’s crime? So it wouldn’t
eventually get to affect everyone in the ongoing
World Cup.
And including the World Union itself whose
celebrity face VeShadd was already.
Karen Lui’s voice rang in the seated men’s
ears like the sound of a huge gong when struck
hard.
Her words came out in her characteristic
broad voice.
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‘Covering up the whole mess is a piece of cake
for us. But listen, I hate it when people who need
us make it sound like we are the ones who need
them, Mr Sports Minister!’
Professor Sayid cowered in his seat. And he
stammered when he replied.
‘Y…ye…yes, ma’am. Erm, we… we’re not
proposing a parasitic relationship, ma’am...’
He sat up to explain, clamping his hands
together.
‘Erm… as much as we have a lot to lose if the
press should get a whim of this incidence, we’re
only concerned the World Union itself may
somehow lose face too, ma’am. That’s why
we…’
Ms Liu interposed with an intimidating smirk.
Sayid halted. He could barely finish his words.
He stuttered in a low, anxious voice as he
hurriedly drove his words to an end.
‘Tha…that is why we’re proposing a
symbiotic relationship, ma’am.
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‘We want us to work together to cover up the
whole thing so none of the parties will suffer
damage. That’s it, ma’am.’
An awkward silence filled the office for about
a full minute. The sports minister and the
national coach had never felt as awkward as they
were feeling then.
Ms Liu broke the silence at last.
‘You are the coach, right?’ she asked, merely
pointing a finger towards Alhi’s side; and with
her gaze buried in a stack of unfinished
paperwork on her desk in front of her.
‘Yes, ma’am,’ Alhi replied instantly.
Ms Liu raised her head and faced Alhi.
‘We don’t back an empty shell. Can you get
the kid back on his track and make him score
another of that spectacular goal he made
yesterday night?’
Liu was talking about the one in a hundred
million net to net goal kick that the robotic
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keeper Tai VeShadd made for Quitalia’s Desert
Camels.
At the 89th minute of the opening match that
was to end with a 1:1 draw.
Alhi didn’t hesitate. ‘Yes, ma’am. I’ll do
everything possible!’
The woman swivelled in her seat in a half
circle spin. ‘Okay, then. We will handle
everything at our end. Consider your request
granted.’
Karen Liu ended the meeting and stood up.
The two men jumped to their feet behind her
desk.
The sports minister stretched out a hand to
the woman for a handshake.
Rather than shake hands with the minister
first, Ms Liu shook Coach Alhi’s hands instead.
‘I’m counting on you, Coach,’ she said.
‘I will not disappoint, ma’am!’ Alhi nodded
firmly; ‘I promise.’
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The minister was withdrawing his hand when
the woman shook his hands and gave a shocking
little smile.
Karen Liu had got a second thought.
A minister could someday become a
president, she’d reasoned. And power is one
thing that adds value to money, she’d thought.
Liu didn’t want to completely shut the door of
diplomatic and business opportunity on the
Quitalian minister of sports. For no one can say
anything of tomorrow.
The
sixty-something-year-old
Quitalian
minister of sports felt more than humbled
already.
Especially for the fact that the woman’s
awkward reception played out in the presence of
a mere national coach.
He looked at the woman halfway and
muttered to himself.
‘I met a weird somebody today! I’ll always
remember that.’
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◊◊◊
VeShadd’s phone finally rang. The call he’d
been waiting for came in.
It was about twenty minutes to six that hectic
morning.
The young footballer didn’t wait a second
before he picked up. He didn’t wait for the caller
to speak first either.
‘Hel- hello sir,’ he stuttered.
It was Coach Alhi calling; and unlike Tai
VeShadd’s trembling voice, the caller’s voice was
more composed as he responded.
‘Where are you?’ Alhi asked.
‘At the backend pool, sir,’ VeShadd replied.
‘I’m just sitting and waiting here.’
Alhi finished in a jiffy. ‘Okay, I’ll join you
there soon.’
VeShadd could almost not wait any longer. He
was becoming really anxious and impatient.
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He dearly wished the national coach would be
back just right then.
Well, he didn’t have to wait too long. Before
it was six o’clock, Alhi had arrived and joined
him at the poolside.
The expectant young dude walked up to meet
his coach as he approached the pool.
VeShadd couldn’t find pressing questions to
meet Coach Alhi with, as worried and restless as
he had been since. The worries just couldn’t be
captured, or else calmed, with questions.
VeShadd had thought he’d ask if everything
was okay. Or rather, if everything would be
okay.
But now that the national team coach
approached him, he didn’t know what to ask
anymore.
It was Coach Alhi who spoke first. ‘Have you
had anything to eat?’ he asked.
No, the question sounded like words in a
trance to VeShadd.
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Was Coach Alhi being sarcastic or was he
simply showing care.
VeShadd had just created some big trouble
that’d left even the coach in an utter shock just a
few hours ago.
A trouble that could jeopardize the campaign
of the Quitalian national team as well as the
country herself in the ongoing World Cup.
And here was the national coach asking him if
he’d had anything to eat.
VeShadd wasn’t sure about how to react to the
question. He only stammered.
Coach Alhi knew himself that his question was
rather too awkward for the situation.
Here was a boy he should be giving the stick
rather than giving the carrot.
But the young coach was only doing his work.
He was only fulfilling a solemn promise.
A promise he’d made to the World Union’s
Karen Liu to save the situation.
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Alhi patted VeShadd on the shoulder, a
feigned calm written on his weary face.
‘Let’s sit first, Vee,’ he said.
The two men walked up to the pavement at
the poolside and sat down.
Alhi spoke. ‘You see, champ, everything has
been settled. Every little thing. You just have to
focus on the tournament now….
‘You need to fly, huh? I mean, really, really
soar! You really have to score that unbeatable
goal you gave us yesterday night again!’
VeShadd could read in Alhi the obvious
nonchalance towards the situation. He was
surprised.
He really wished to know the steps the coach
had taken in trying to cover up the crime. He
wanted to know, too, if the girl was fine already.
But then, he wasn’t sure he could get concrete
update about his own crime.
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Does Coach really mean all these? Do I really have
nothing to worry about?
Why is he talking as if nothing ever happened?
VeShadd was quiet, buried in thoughtful
questions.
And his silence was loud enough for Alhi to
note that his own poise and composure wasn’t
enough to calm the footballer’s mind.
Yet by every means possible Alhi had got to
calm VeShadd’s troubled heart. For his powerful
international backbone, the World Union, had
ordered that.
Coach Alhi made another attempt.
‘Okay, Vee,’he began; ‘lemme explain the
situation to you man to man.’
He brushed up to his side. ‘I’ve spoken to the
team doctor and he assured me the girl won’t
die. She isn’t in a critical situation and she’ll be
fine.
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‘Well, another good side to it is that the girl’s
case won’t make any trouble for us. Everything
about her is now under control. So, you can focus
on the trophy, huh?’
He paused to get a nod from VeShadd.
When the young dude didn’t react, he picked
up again.
‘You see… we won’t be requesting another
suite with the hotel management so it won’t
bring about the slightest suspicion.
‘You know we can trust
management but not the staff…’

the

hotel

He paused a second to get VeShadd’s
understanding.
He finished. ‘So, all you’ll only do is share a
room with one of the boys and you focus entirely
on the match, uh?’
VeShadd knew he still had a lot to worry on
later. But it seemed Alhi’s carefully chosen words
had successfully calmed his urgent worries.
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What was seen above the sea had been taken
care of. What was left of the iceberg for some
spare time of worry was the unseen mountain
beneath the sea.
It was a heavy cross the mind had to bear
alone.
VeShadd reasoned that he could focus on the
games for the time being and pay his worries
some visit later, whenever his mind wandered
idly around.
Or, at best, when he’d be through with the
World Cup.
But what the young dude didn’t know was
that he didn’t have to pay his worries a courtesy
visit.
For they were already here on a long visit.
Like a shadow sticks to his owner.
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Chapter 5
_____

IT was about 7 am early that morning. At
the reception lobby of the Planetario Hotels filled
with a surging crowd of reporters.
Kansi dashed along the vast hotel lobby with
the rival journalists. He held his notepad and a
pen in one hand and pulled his cameraman with
the other hand.
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The probable controversial story he was
assigned to sniff out – whoever it was really about
in the national football team – would certainly
fetch him his long desired promotion on his job.
As Kansi pushed through the other reporters,
with his cameraman in his firm grip, the young
man raised his gaze.
And who he saw coming ahead was Tai
VeShadd.
The national team’s captain and hero.
It was the very fibre of motivation the
reporter needed to push behind the rest of his
obstructions.
With all the force the desperate young man
could muster, Kansi brushed his rivals aside in a
gallant sweep.
He skidded forward with a giant slide and
found himself stuck to a standing foot.
He was excited he reached first. He was
thrilled he arrived.
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He let out a deep breath. ‘Ah… my
promotion is solved now!’
Kansi raised himself slowly to face his sure aid
towards his desired promotion.
But, standing up, the young man’s gaze was
faced squarely with a gladiator looking bouncer.
Kansi stepped back and looked around.
He could see a line of security operatives with
hefty arms spread apart like the barricading Great
Wall of China.
The security operatives of the executive hotel
had immediately received a stern order from the
management to block off the media’s intrusion
into the hotel premises.
And the strict directive had come to the hotel
management from the World Union.
When Tai VeShadd was heading back from the
swimming pool where he sat all night – and he
took the reception lobby route, he didn’t know
the hotel was littered already with reporters.
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Meeting a surging crowd of reporters at the
hotel reception desperate to cover a news story,
VeShadd had wondered if it was his own crime
that had just blown its cover.
He shuddering in dread.
Confused about what to do with the reporters,
the young, successful footballer tried to pull out
of the peopled hotel reception.
Kansi shot his gaze past the great wall of men
in front of him and shouted out a loud question at
Tai VeShadd.
‘Can you tell us what’s going on with the
national team?!’
VeShadd saw himself halt in his slow steps.
And then, dozens of other voices picked up
the query in several variations.
‘Yes, you’re the team captain… what is going
on with the players?!’
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‘Are you the one that started the brawl
between the players and the sport minister’s men
yesterday night?!’
‘What is your view; tell us!’
‘Don’t evade the question – tell us!!’
VeShadd slowly turned around, a grateful
feeling of escape oozing from his belly.
He raised his hand to still the crowd and then
folded his arms across his chest.
He smiled before he replied.
‘The rumour is absolutely incorrect and there
is no element of truth in it.’
His face went a little earnest.
‘And, please, for the sake of the good of our
dear country and the entire international
community – especially at this time when football
unites the whole world...’
He clamped his hands together in earnest.
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‘I want to implore every citizen of the world,
to not believe every rumour against our
hardworking footballers. It is my humble
request.’
He gave a polite nod of acknowledgement.
‘Thank you,’ he finished.
A pin drop silence descended on the entire
place.
VeShadd bowed his head and slowly pulled his
heavy self out of the reception lobby. Suppressing
the lingering tendency to break down there
shivering.
◊◊◊
The beautiful nineteen-year-old Beya Jan’il
lay unconscious in Tai VeShadd’s hotel suite.
It was half past seven that hectic day.
A huge helicopter swooped in with a
maddening speed towards the Planetario Hotels
skyscraper. And its giant blades tore through the
morning sky with a deafening noise.
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The huge iron eagle hovered above the
magnificent tower and it descended on its
spacious helipad.
A large medical team led by Quitalia’s best
neurosurgeon jumped down from the landed
chopper within a moment.
The skilled medical team was here on the
order of the powerful World Union.
And large biomedical equipment was
hurriedly moved into the executive Suite 701.
The heavily guarded and protected crime
scene had been until midnight Tai VeShadd’s
room.
The Quitalian national team’s chief doctor had
earlier attended to the unconscious, bleeding
young lady with a prompt first aid treatment.
But that wouldn’t be enough, obviously.
So, the medical officer had gone on to make
more urgent demands that seemed grossly
impossible for the situation.
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The doctor had demanded that the patient be
transferred to a teaching hospital and have a CT
scan of her brain done, to examine if there was an
injury to the brain.
And she was to get surgery as fast as possible if
there the condition called for it.
The medical chief had related the urgent
situation to the chief coach.
But the necessary already proved impossible
for the situation.
Especially when the higher-ups wished to
conceal the incident to cover up Tai VeShadd’s
crime.
◊◊◊
The World Union had jumped into action
the moment it received information about the
medical situation at Suite 701.
Alhi’s phone beeped.
It was the powerful Karen Liu calling.
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The caller had gone straight to her point,
without bothering with the routine of
pleasantries.
‘A chopper will land on the hotel roof in a few
minutes. The equipment as well as the medical
experts you need to save the situation will be
there…
‘The team’s going to simply turn your hotel
suite into an operating room. Treat them well.
The World Union sent them.’
Alhi trembled at the length the World Union
can go to cover up VeShadd’s crime. He
staggered where he stood.
‘All… all right, ma’am,’ he stuttered. ‘Th…
thank you, ma’am.’
And within only a few minutes the World
Union’s messenger dogs swept in.
And they made a crime scene an underworld
operating room.
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◊◊◊
VeShadd decided to quickly get himself
together. As Quitalia’s second match at the group
stage of the World Cup raced near with every
passing day.
The Quitalian Desert Camels had started to
train hard, to create another tremendous win
before the eyes of the world.
Like the great big one of that remarkable
opening match of days before.
VeShadd had found a dank, dark little shelter
in some deserted recesses of his mind. And there
he tossed his worrisome concerns about the Beya
incident.
Well, it felt undemanding to believe Coach
Alhi had handled everything.
It felt absolutely easy to not bother with the
details of how the girl was eventually taken care
of.
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The young dude simply tiptoed out of an
unsettling responsibility. Simply because it was
easier to, after all.
Simply because that was stress-free.
VeShadd buried himself in more and more
practice on the training pitch as the team
prepared for their next match. The sportsman
practiced more than everyone on the team.
VeShadd’s teammates had thought their
captain was training so hard so as to be able to
coordinate the match well from his post.
They also reasoned that since their ace
goalkeeper usually combined keeping and
striking, it’d require even the most rigorous
training for that magical performance he was
known for.
But then, what the teammates as well as the
chief coach didn’t know was that VeShadd was
simply fighting a shadow.
And he trained hard for days until he broke
down exhausted.
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Yet he tried so hard to continue training
regardless. And he was banned by the chief coach
from the training pitch for the time being.
With the compulsory relief from training with
the team, VeShadd was inadvertently given more
than enough time to be beside himself. And face
what sticks to him like a dark shadow.
And equally reminisce on every footstep that
had led him down the road to the glooming
hiding cave he found himself today.
VeShadd lay sprawled out on the marble tiled
floor of the VIP Gym, in the luxurious Planetario
Hotels where the Quitalian national team was
logged.
The young sportsman had just finished
exercising his muscles and he was tired.
He knew he couldn’t afford to just sit idle
without exercising just because he was banned
from training on the pitch.
He’d got to keep on working his muscles to
keep fit at least, while the next match drew near.
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He wandered in thought where he lay on the
marble floor. And he felt to hide farther inside a
cave as a burden of responsibility for Beya
hovered over him.
He rolled up into a bundle and suddenly felt
his dark shadow snuggled up close to him.
He used to call it by many little names.
It was a habit. It was a weakness. Or even a
flaw.
But today, it felt so much like a parasite… a
haunting shadow.
And the long underestimated and indulged
weakness for Tai VeShadd was his temper.
Yet that temper – as common and excusable
as the habit had always seemed to VeShadd – it
was the time bomb that could raze down all he
had ever built.
But it didn’t start that day.
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Chapter 6
_____

VESHADD’S temper was like the waves and
tides of the sea.
It was the calm blue sea that every once in a
while gets mad and furious beyond what the
world itself can handle.
The young dude wasn’t a man of many words.
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But then, all the energy the young sportsman
usually saved up by talking less was sooner or
later burned up in a fiery moment of
unquenchable temper!
His passions were the burning leaves of a dried
tree that are ferociously swayed by the winds in a
thick dried forest.
It spread within moments through the
capillaries of his hot blooded body.
Like some outraged wildfire.
But Tai VeShadd always excused his anger
problem.
‘Why does everyone make it sound so
serious?’ he’d wonder. ‘It’s commonplace anger.
Who doesn’t get angry and break things, uh?’
At some other times, the young sportsman
would simply resort to justifying his debilitating
weakness.
‘Have I ever said I’m an angel?’ he’d blurted.
‘So you don’t expect me to be perfect.
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Everyone’s got one weakness or the other after
all!’
When Tai VeShadd was about fifteen, and was
at the football academy, he was to be expelled
from the academy due to issues arising from his
temper.
As a goalkeeper in training, VeShadd always
picked a fight with his team’s strikers far off on
the pitch.
He did that every time the opponent scored a
goal at his own post. Instead of finding fault with
himself, or at least his defenders. If he was going
to blame anyone at all.
VeShadd was a super calculative perfectionist
when it came to football.
He couldn’t take the moment a striker lost a
good opportunity to score a goal at the
opponent’s post.
He knew in his calculative sense that the lost
opportunity would automatically flip the golden
chance towards the opponent’s side…
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And with a more ferocious, more determined
vigor; so much neither him nor his defenders
would be able to stop the savage shot heading
right into his net.
No one in the football academy was able to
make friend with the fifteen-year-old boy.
Everyone found him odd and unsociable.
Except for Staka.
And it was his close friend Staka who helped
manage VeShadd’s violent passions as well as his
social relation in the academy.
Fifteen-year-old Staka would appeal to his
friend to apologise when he was wrong after
explaining his fault to him.
VeShadd wouldn’t listen to anyone but he
listened to Staka in whatever he asked him to do.
And the young dude began to rely more on his
friend to manage his temper for him.
Staka was an excellent midfielder.
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The young sportsman was nicknamed Pipeline
by his teammates…
Owing to his mastered skill of getting
possession of the ball at a difficult time and then
making a strategic pass to the right player.
Staka was the midfielder that got to manage
the match from beginning to end.
The skilled footballer soon launched his
career. And it wasn’t long that his skill placed
him on a high bidding table in the transfer
market.
In the football world where almost every
trainee player wanted to be a striker, it was
difficult to find a midfielder on the pitch who’d
be Staka-good.
The deal was soon settled and the talented
footballer prepared to transfer to another club.
VeShadd was sad and he didn’t know what
he’d do if his best friend wasn’t there to help him
suppress his weakness.
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It was then that it occurred to Staka he hadn’t
talked to his friend about the way out.
◊◊◊
Staka observed that VeShadd took his ill
temper to merely be a habit.
‘Anger isn’t just a habit, Vee,’ Staka objected,
looking into VeShadd’s eyes where they sat. ‘It’s
a serious weakness that can lead to even more
serious sins,’ he explained.
‘Hmm, I see!’ VeShadd mocked, as he
punched at his mobile phone with relaxed
fingers.
Staka knew his friend wasn’t taking him
serious. He knew his words were more like a
joke to him.
Staka decided to have a thorough conversation
with his friend. His eyes lingered on VeShadd
when he asked something different, just out of
the blues.
‘Hey, Vee. D’ you know why the devil fought
for the dead body of Moses – despite how hard
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he’d laboured for God during his life? As Jude
verse 9 has it.’
VeShadd glanced at his friend; stunned for a
second. And then, he chuckled.
‘Don’t take the devil too serious, Staka’ he
said. ‘You know he’s a thief; so, he trying to steal
the body of Moses was just him proving his
nature.’
He paused a second. ‘Besides, what else will
Satan fight over if not the body of a godly man,
like that of Moses?’
Staka resumed. ‘So, have you ever wondered
why Moses in the Bible kept being tempted with
anger at different times in his life?
‘From when he angrily killed an Egyptian in a
fight up till when he struck the Rock in anger.’
VeShadd was still for a bit as he raised head
and listened a moment.
Staka went on. ‘The devil noticed Moses had a
terrible temper and he kept hammering at that
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weak spot, using the Israelites to get him agitated
often.
‘And that’s so he’d just do something that
could make God run out of patience with him.
‘But Moses only suppressed his weakness for
so long. It wasn’t dealt with at all.
‘So, sooner than later, the weakness cost
Moses an entrance into the Promise Land!’
VeShadd bowed his head over his mobile
phone as his fingers resumed fumbling with the
device.
‘If you simply tell me anger can hinder my
progress,’ he interposed, ‘then I will be fine. You
don’t have to make everything spiritual. It should
just be a moral thing; you know?’
Staka nodded. ‘That’s why I asked you the
first question which we’re yet to address.
‘Satan didn’t come to steal the body of Moses
like you said. He fiercely fought over the body
because he had some claim over it.
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‘And that explains why the only way Michael
the Archangel could win over Moses’s body was
by saying, “The Lord rebuke you, Satan!”
‘You see, Vee, there was no other justification
that God’s Archangel could raise for a body that
was subjected to anger and even terminated by it.
‘Satan had a claim over a body that’d been
dominated and terminated by the sinful nature.
‘So, there was nothing else the Angel could
save Moses with except only the intervention of
God Himself.’
Staka’s words did hit right into VeShadd’s
heart.
As a committed Christian himself, VeShadd
had read the life of Moses from birth to death.
But he hadn’t ever seen Moses from the
perspective Staka was presenting it.
His friend’s explanation seemed to be born
out of some divine revelation on God’s word.
VeShadd sat up and tossed his phone beside
him. He decided to listen to his friend.
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‘So you are saying weaknesses can destroy us
even as Christians?’ he enquired.
Staka nodded. ‘Yes… they are what the Bible
calls “besetting sins,” or “works of the flesh”.’
VeShadd wasn’t satisfied yet.
‘But isn’t the soul what we really need to care
about?’ he asked. ‘Didn’t the Bible say we
shouldn’t fear or worry about those who can kill
the body but can’t kill the soul?’
Staka smiled. ‘You have your answer already,
Vee…
‘It’s true our souls are of more importance
than our body. Yet if the body weren’t of any
significance, would God have sent Michael to
fight for the body of Moses, uh?
‘It was that body that became a spiritual one
and appeared in the company of Elijah at the
Mount of Transfiguration.
‘My point is: what we do while we are in this
body matters a whole lot and decides our
spiritual state. Or else, the Bible wouldn’t have
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said that our body is the temple of the Holy
Spirit.’
VeShadd nodded in agreement.
‘So, how can someone be free from the
weaknesses of the flesh?’ he asked with interest.
Staka resumed. ‘I learnt from the Bible that
God uses “fire” to free the soul from besetting
weaknesses – as raw gold is refined with fire and
made strong and pure.
‘And through the Bible, there are two types of
fire which God uses to refine people.
‘The first isn’t so palatable. It is described as
the fire of affliction.
‘It was the case with the Biblical Job. He was
guilty of self-righteousness and arrogance. They
were his second nature and they sieved through
his conversations and even his prayers and
sacrifices.
‘But God taught Job humility by taking him
through a fiery trial. And by the time he came out
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of fire of affliction, he became an epitome of
humility.’
Staka nodded at his friend. ‘I’m sure you
know Job’s story.’
VeShadd replied. ‘Of course I do.’ He added.
‘Now, are you saying God will allow the devil to
take me through a sad event to break me down?
Just so I can overcome my weakness!’
Staka was expecting that sort of line from his
friend.
‘Vee, Vee, Vee!’ he chuckled. ‘I’m happy you
don’t want to go through that unpleasant fiery
trial,’ he continued. ‘And that’s why God
provides the second way out. The fire of the Holy
Spirit.
‘You see, the fire of the Holy Spirit sanctifies a
saved soul and frees it from the weaknesses.
‘Satan noticed Peter’s weakness was fear when
Jesus called him to walk on water and he
eventually succumbed to fear.
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‘That was why, when the Devil wanted to
make Peter fail, he went for his weakness.
‘And Peter feared again and denied Jesus. But
then, Jesus prayed for him and gave him a second
chance.
‘So, when the fire of the Holy Spirit fell on
Peter at the upper room, it so burned his
weakness that the Bible emphatically noted that
Peter became so bold afterwards.’
Staka glanced at his friend. ‘You must have
read Ben Carson’s story in Gifted Hands,’ he said.
VeShadd nodded in agreement.
Staka continued. ‘You’ll remember how Ben
Carson got over the weakness of anger as a boy.
Something that could have sent him to jail for
murder.
‘He was furious and stabbed another boy so
forcefully with his pen knife. Only for the knife
to be stopped and broken by the boy’s large belt
buckle.
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‘And it dawned on Ben that fateful day that he
would have killed someone and rot in jail, if not
for God. And so, he ran home and locked himself
up in his bedroom.
‘He prayed fervently to God to liberate him
from his weakness right there and then. He said
he wouldn’t step out of his room until God had
absolutely got rid of his temper.
‘And it was until he knew for certain that God
had completely taken away that he ended his
prayers.’
‘Ben Carson grew up as a calm and composed
neurosurgeon afterwards. And someone so cool
and peaceful that his medical colleagues
nicknamed him ‘Gentle Ben’!
‘You know, Jacob in the Bible was also
adamant with God until his weakness was dealt
with. He wrestled with God till God touched him
– and the schemer became a God-dependent
soul!’
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VeShadd understood everything his friend had
been talking about. He knew he had to pray
desperately like Staka had explained.
But then, the fervent prayers seemed too
much of a task for the busy sportsman.
The mountainous idea of a desperate prayer
soon weakened the issue in VeShadd’s mind. And
the sportsman was soon to go back to his initial
conviction.
VeShadd soon felt there was no way common
anger could be a massive problem in the future.
Since he couldn’t ever even involve himself in a
street fight, to say the least.
But what VeShadd didn’t know was that
Staka’s words were a burning foreshadow.
A foreshadow of things he’d never be able to
handle.
◊◊◊
After Staka’s depature from the football
academy, the academy manager wouldn’t give
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VeShadd the opportunity to launch out his
carrier.
For he disliked him for his temper.
VeShadd tried to put up with the whole thing
at first.
But when the sportsman saw younger
footballers who’d joined the academy after him
launching their carriers, he knew the delay in his
launch was intentional.
The young footballer saw there was no hope
for him launching out as a goalkeeper from the
academy.
And by the time he was sixteen plus, VeShadd
left the academy overseas and went back to his
country Quitalia in North Africa.
He was desperate to do just anything football
now. Whether join a local club there, or just find
any sports job available.
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But then, fortune smiled on VeShadd as he got
a piece of good news one lovely evening.
It was a news piece that woke up his career
from coma.
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Chapter 7
_____

IT was four years earlier that Quitalia was
announced as the host country of the 2018 World
Cup.
It was the year 2014 and Quitalia began
preparations for the upcoming sports event in
earnest.
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As early as from the very month the
announcement was made.
The government renovated its stadiums to
meet up with world standard and it constructed
even bigger ones.
Businessmen spent a fortune to upgrade classic
and executive hotels. They also established new,
vibrant ones with peculiar world focus.
Like a new bride is adorned in pristine
glamour, the country was glided with a glittering
splash of luxury, as the sports event drew near.
Yet Quitalia wasn’t only preparing to host the
World Cup, but also to win the most coveted
football trophy.
And to win the World Cup, Quitalia’s
minister of sports had come up with a winning
strategy.
Professor Sayid appeared before the dozens of
pressmen gathered at the conference room, at the
national ministry of sports complex.
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The reporters had got to wait for some
minutes.
But it wasn’t the length of time that made the
pressmen seem to wait so long. It was rather the
curious expectancy that filled the air.
The minister had made a statement a week
earlier that he’d announce his winning strategy
towards the World Cup to the nation.
And there was the media waiting with ready
ears already.
The retired professor and sports minister
arrived with the bombshell.
Quitalia would lay emphasis on the local
talents in selecting players for the World Cup, he
explained. As opposed to making use of
international talents.
He stated that the ministry would scout for
exceptional football talents from local clubs all
around the country – more especially those born
and raised in Quitalia.
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Rather than depend on expatriates who
seemed to have arrived already in the world of
football.
He stressed that only a few international
talents who were Quitalia nationals would be
selected.
The sports minister backed up his statement
with the point that the essentials needed to win
the trophy was, first and foremost, Patriotism
and Drive.
And only the local talents who were yet to see
the glory of winning on an international pitch
could offer such passion for the glory of Quitalia,
he explained.
The
sports
minister
stressed
that
Professionalism and Experience only came
second.
And he promised to equally achieve the latter
two for the young talents scouted within the four
years leading up to the World Cup.
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Professor Sayid’s press statement was a splash
of water to a burning fire. It could douse the
flames or kindle an inferno.
While some sports experts criticised the old
man as only belonging to an analogue generation,
many others applauded him for entrusting the
glory of the country into the hands of young and
goal driven Quitalians.
Well, in the long run the applauds were
louder than the criticisms.
And the sports minister’s announcement
became the door that let in many home grown
talents to the world’s pitch.
One of those exceptional young talents
scouted was Tai VeShadd.
When the young, extraordinary Tai VeShadd
was scouted in 2014, he was made to join the U17 national team – along with the other
youngsters, in preparation for the World Cup.
VeShadd was the goalkeeper for the U-17
team. The incredible young player soon turned
the world’s undivided attention on himself.
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In what came to stay as a phenomenal match,
VeShadd displayed for the first time in public the
rare skill he’d rigorously been training himself
ever since.
And now, the sturdily built, athletic
goalkeeper did stretch his skill to nerve wrecking
limits.
And he wrought an incredible, out of the
world goal… right from his very post!
The mathematical goal was one unbelievable,
earth shattering goal kick that skidded from net
to net.
The incredibly glorious feat got a long,
terrific, exhilarating roar… and which made the
entire stadium quake and quiver.
With the young sportsman’s extraordinary
feat, football clubs on the international scene
began to pour in to negotiate the incredible Tai
VeShadd with his manager.
And it was the big and mighty Barcelona FC
that won the bid for one of the most expensive
player in the football world.
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Tai VeShadd’s dying dreams came alive again.
His story of failure turned into an epic story of a
champion overnight.
A charming, suave gentleman as well,
VeShadd lived up to his dreams and got to style
himself in a gorgeous interweave of African and
Caribbean textiles.
Soon enough, the young, elegant football star
was chosen as a notable ambassador for the
prestigious Vogue’s teen magazine.
Along with the international acclaim Tai
VeShadd got in his career, the sportsman was
equally celebrated in his home country.
His name became a sweet melody in the ears
of Quitalians beyond the circles of football fans.
Yet the acclaim wasn’t done yet.
For it wasn’t too long that the distinguished
UNICEF made the successful footballer one of its
primary ambassadors.
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The World Health Organisation soon also
thought to do the same. And the big world
organisation also made VeShadd its ambassador.
Like as to the typical celebrities, lifestyle
presenters couldn’t resist the urge to invite the
accomplished sportsman for guest appearances on
popular celebrity shows.
To further increase their viewer ratings.
Yet the honey dripping, charming superstar
didn’t need to do so much before he stole away
the melting hearts of every single girl in Quitalia!
◊◊◊
Beya Jan’il was one of the lovely girls that
were more to VeShadd than a well-wisher,
supporter or even something as easygoing as a
fan.
The countless passionate girls were each his
one-in-eight-billion fiercest, truest admirer!
Even though the superstar never even knew
their names, to start with.
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It was extremely ridiculous to Beya’s parents.
That their lovely daughter brought up with a lot
of love and wealth would dedicate her youth to
doodling over celebrities.
Both Barrister and Engineer Jan’il had tried to
speak sense into their only daughter’s little skull.
But their criticism had always only fanned the
flames in Beya’s fangirling heart.
After a long while, Beya’s parents eventually
gave up; hoping their teenager would soon grow
older to face more sensible issues of life.
But then, Beya was just giving up her hobby of
being a diehard fan girl due to the doles of
heartbreak she got from it…
And then, Tai VeShadd came into the
spotlight.
An irresistible, flawless charming superstar
that deserved a fan girl’s unreserved adoration!
Everything changed for Beya.
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Not even the heartbreak could stand the great
revitalization.
Beya used to be a diehard fan of a charming
male music celebrity, Paulinate. She was in high
school and was devoted to her fangirling like it
was a religion.
She followed her idol’s life closely.
She was among the first to read about him on
an entertainment blog. She followed his Twitter
accounts and turned on notifications for his posts.
She attended all his concerts and took the VIP
seats to keep her gaze focused and undistracted
from her superman.
And her best show on TV was always his
reality show.
Beya’s idol oozed with ardor when he
performed on the live stage, making hearts
enamoured of the charm in his voice.
Like as of King Solomon’s honey dripping
words of wisdom.
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Paulinate to Beya looked so enchantingly
charming and magically perfect.
And she was almost sure he was made in
Venus before being birthed into this undeserving
planet.
Beya couldn’t stop herself from gazing at his
picture all day long and adoring him over and
again from the confines of her home.
But the fan girl’s heart shattered when she
heard of her idol’s heart wreaking scandal.
For Paulinate was arraigned for being involved
in child trafficking. And he was found guilty.
It was after Beya was done with high school.
And she began to drown in sadness and
gloominess, so much nothing her parents did
could help.
Her source of excitement was gone, anyway;
and she concluded all celebrities must be fake.
She wished anyone among those celebrities
could really prove to have no skeleton in their
cupboard.
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But she couldn’t find any.
She wanted to move on with life itself as she
soon gained admission into a prestigious
University in Quitalia.
And just when the young lady was just giving
up on idolising stars all together, a big one in
eight billion superstar came into the world’s
spotlight.
It was the incredibly great and responsible
VeShadd.
And to think, he was a Quitalian, too!
Beya dissolved into a jelly filled full with of
admiration, adoration and wonder.
Beya was sure the gentleman of a footballer
wouldn’t break her heart with a scandal. Being
Tai VeShadd’s fan girl would certainly come with
peace, she reasoned.
Within little time, Beya created the very first
fan club for the sportsman.
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The growing teenager didn’t want to make the
mistake she made in the past.
She didn’t want to follow VeShadd like
everyone else and be submerged in the mass of
his worldwide fans.
She wanted to stand out by being the president
of Tai VeShadd’s fan club.
And it was the first time a footballer would
have a fan club.
VeShadd’s fan club soon grew so fast, as
several millions of people joined from Quitalia
and across the continents.
Beya felt really successful pioneering a fan club
for a sportsman.
And it didn’t take too long before her hard
work was crowned with the attention of the
football superstar himself.
Tai VeShadd called to meet with a diligent girl
who had made a sportsman a celebrity.
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Chapter 8
_____

THE much anticipated day for Quitalia’s
second match eventually came.
In the ongoing 2018 World Cup at the North
African Quitalia.
The evening match was played in Damaji.
Quitalia’s second biggest city after the capital
Mailora.
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It was a match against the Super Eagles of
Nigeria.
And it was expected to be a long, tough match
for Quitalia’s Desert Camels playing against West
African Nigeria. That very same nation called the
Giant of Africa.
It was the first time ever that the Desert
Camels would be pitched against the country’s
Super Eagles in a football match.
The eleven-man lineup of the Quitalian
national team held their hand over their heart, as
they solemnly chanted their national anthem.
While the media’s camera view glossed over
the long wall of the eleven sportsmen, it stayed
its focus on Tai VeShadd…
The man who always did what no other
footballer could do.
VeShadd’s face was blank and his expression
plain.
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The twenty-year-old sportsman was able to
mask his worries and guilt with an inscrutable
face.
No matter how long it took to gaze at the
young dude, no one would be able to tell what
battle was going on within his skull.
The Nigerian team also took their national
anthem. And then, the match kicked off.
Nigeria had a formation of 4-3-3 formed by
her foreign coach.
Quitalia had a crazy formation of 2-3-5.
Quitalia’s formation was suggested by the
team’s exceptional captain and goalkeeper, Tai
VeShadd.
And it was approved by the coach. For he
trusted VeShadd and the two defenders to do an
incredible work in guarding their post.
It didn’t take too long for the Desert Camels
to realise that the Nigerian Super Eagles weren’t
at the World Cup to ultimately win the trophy.
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A draught of passion, fervor and drive seemed
all too obvious in the manner in which the
expatriate studded team played.
The Super Eagles played the match with some
sort of apathy and dispiritedness like some sort of
mercenaries.
It was just the 5th minute of the 1st half when
the Desert Camel’s best striker landed a
surprising goal in Nigeria’s net.
Quitalia’s jubilation was surprisingly brief for
such an early goal; as the players took back their
formation to resume playing.
Nigeria was trying to warm up when Quitalia
landed another goal at the 21st minute.
It was Quitalia’s best striker again.
Before Nigeria could recover from the rude
shock, Quitalia’s second best striker won yet
another goal at the 37th minute of the games.
The first half of the terrific match soon ended
with a 3:0 score.
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Yet the Desert Camels weren’t contented.
The beginning of the 2nd half of the match saw
Nigeria making an early replacement for one of
its strikers.
The new Super Eagles striker came in with a
fervor of a hooting train or a bulldozer that had
lost all control.
And by the 50th minute, he’d created an
energetic goal for the Super Eagles.
Quitalia’s Coach Alhi was the greedy type and
one who would never be contented with little.
He couldn’t take Super Eagles getting back at
the Desert Camels at all.
And so, he changed one of his defenders at the
60th minute while, at the same time, Nigeria
changed another of his strikers.
The last minute of the entire match soon came
and had a foul recorded within Nigeria’s Box 18.
In a moment, Quitalia’s goalkeeper VeShadd
joined the players in the interior.
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And Staka played the penalty kick but missed;
as the rolling ball hit the top left corner of the
goal post and skidded backwards into the pitch.
VeShadd stopped the ball and fired an angry
shot into Nigeria’s net.
It was a fantastic last minute goal.
The incredible match ended with Quitalia
beating Nigeria with a 4:1 goal score.
And the Super Eagles of Nigeria became small
little sparrows… in the eyes of the Desert
Camels of Quitalia.
◊◊◊
VeShadd’s goal was the conviction Coach
Alhi needed.
He’d been worried the ace footballer
wouldn’t be able to deliver anymore for the
World Cup since the crime incident after the
opening match about a week earlier.
For a moment, VeShadd was submerged in the
thrill of the sports that he forgot the worries.
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But then, as he got back to the dressing room
after the match, the young dude reluctantly
picked up the worries and guilt again.
The curtain had fallen. The light was out and
the play was over. The goals were delivered and
the match was done with.
For it was a momentary break from the guilt
and the gloom for the young sportsman.
Now VeShadd had to put off his act for the
time being and get back to reality.
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Chapter 9
_____

THE Desert Camels of Quitalia returned
with high spirits that night to their hotel in
Mailora City.
They had just solidified their stand in the
tournament by winning their first two matches
and securing six good points in the tournament
altogether.
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Even if the team lost in their next match, they
knew they’d still be qualified for the round of
sixteen. That is, the quarter finals.
The victory was really worth celebrating.
Down at the five star Planetario Hotels, the boys
were ready to party all night.
But then, Coach Alhi was still containing the
trouble caused by VeShadd the last time the boys
threw a party. And he wouldn’t want to risk
having another accident happen.
Yet knowing the boys were independent
adults themselves, Alhi didn’t want to appear
rude and controlling by restricting them from
throwing their usual party.
He decided to be the players’ watchman and
keep an eye on everyone, so as to ensure
everything was safe.
The chief coach avoided alcohol so he could
stay awake through the party.
The boys filled up an executive bar of the
hotel that night. And there was expensive liquor
and exotic wine in surplus.
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Alhi didn’t have to worry so much over the
troublemaker as the young dude came to him first
after a glass of wine.
‘You don’t have to worry about me tonight,’
VeShadd said to Alhi.
The chief coach stared at him.
‘How could he catch on so fast?’ he
wondered. ‘How did he know I’m keeping an eye
on him?’
VeShadd read Alhi’s mind. He smiled and
went on in a bit.
‘I’ve got a lot going on in my head as I assume
you know too. And I’m sure the headaches won’t
give room for causing another trouble.’
He flashed a half grin at Alhi as he finished. ‘So
you can put your mind at rest and watch over the
other boys, sir. Good night!’
VeShadd left the party scene and went to the
swimming pool, his usual thinking station.
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Seated at the poolside, he thought about the
evening match and his highly celebrated goal.
He smiled to himself.
A thought popped up in his mind.
That epic moment would’ve been captured by Beya.
It’d have been really something for the fan club!
And that Beya thought suddenly wiped out the
happy smile in VeShadd face.
Beya was the president of his fan club. And
now, the girl was the Achilles heel of the
successful sportsman.
VeShadd remembered the first day he met that
young, radiant sunshine.
◊◊◊
It was at Mailora’s biggest theme park.
The Wilde Adventures®.
VeShadd had chosen the park only because he
was there at the time on an appointment.
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The football star had taken time to sincerely
explain to Beya, so the girl wouldn’t think he was
simply taking advantage of the situation to send
an amorous message.
He’d urged her not to get the wrong idea
about the situation and think he was intending the
meeting as a date.
Beya wasn’t upset, especially as VeShadd’s
explanation was very polite and courteous.
But she even admired him more for being a
sincere and honest gentleman.
And even now, Beya threw her herself in a
moment’s fantasies of the wild adventures of
being a true, happy fan girl!
That sunny day, Beya had bumped into
VeShadd while she looked around for him, while
also calling him on phone.
For there were so many people in the park.
And the two – rather than exchange
pleasantries, or otherwise give or get a tender
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apology, the two burst into a sudden laughter
when they got to recognise each other.
Beya was a lively girl and was quite real. A girl
anyone cannot get tired of talking with. So, the
two had a good conversation.
And the meeting was everything Beya had
imagine in her daydream.
The chat was a breath of fresh air to VeShadd,
too. For he was getting suffocated of the media’s
attention at the time.
And here he was talking with Beya as though
they’d known each other since the beginning of
time.
Beya was the first person among members of
the public that would show concern and interest
in VeShadd’s life apart from his football career.
The two talked about social life, interests,
desires, backgrounds and even unfulfilled
dreams.
It was after the meeting that the two realised
they hadn’t really talked about the fan club.
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So, they fixed another day to discuss that.
And VeShadd was delighted he was going to
see Beya yet again.
◊◊◊
VeShadd remembered everything where he
sat.
And for the first time since Beya lay in coma in
his former hotel room, he stopped thinking about
himself and began to think about the victim of his
weakness.
He was now curious to see how the lovely
nineteen-year-old girl was doing.
VeShadd couldn’t believe how he turned out
so bad that he could be angry at the fact that he
hurt someone; rather than being really sorry for
it.
His conscience began to nail him to the cross.
He felt so bad for the lovely dove whose only
fault was trusting him so really much.
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The twenty-year-old decided to check on the
girl at the instance.
He knew if he asked Coach Alhi about what
had being going on with Beya since he vacated his
hotel suite, the chief coach wouldn’t give him the
details.
Alhi would continue to keep VeShadd from
knowing the situation with Beya, in order to keep
his mental state intact for their matches in the
ongoing World Cup.
But VeShadd was fed up with running away.
Knowing the whole team was still partying
that night, he decided to seize the opportunity to
sniff around and find out whatever needed to be.
He decided to visit the crime scene first of all.
His hotel suite.
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Chapter 10
_____

IT had been three days since Beya Jan’il’s
parents had been at the Planetario Hotels,
tending to their unconscious daughter
hospitalized in Suite 701.
The hotel room was Tai VeShadd’s, and which
he recently vacated since the crime incident.
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The nineteen-year-old Beya lay in coma on the
king sized hotel bed; a broad strip of bandage
wound around her little head.
At the head of the patient’s head stood a huge
surgical lighting equipment, which appeared to
have been used during an emergency brain
surgery given Beya immediately after the crime
incident.
Beside the operating lights stood an unused
medical ventilator, that appeared to have been
used and done with at the time of the emergency
procedure.
The mighty World Union itself had
successfully turned a crime scene into a cover-up
surgery…
An executive hotel room into an exclusive
hospital room…
And a victimized person into a vegetative
patient.
Barrister and Engineer Jan’il had both been
made to sign documents involving an oath of
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secrecy, in exchange for access to their hopelessly
sleeping daughter.
They were coerced by the powerful World
Union into signing the agreement that they
weren’t going to sue or blow up the issue in any
way at all.
Yet, the anxious, desperate parents had got to
sign the documents of coercion without blinking.
Just so they could see their poor teenage child
and be by her side.
Mrs Jan’il, a civil engineer, had been by the
sickbed, nursing her daughter while crying day
in, day out.
Her husband had also been anxious and
restless since they came to stay by their only
daughter.
Barrister Jan’il was a renowned and
accomplished human rights lawyer in Quitalia.
But he couldn’t believe that while the rights of
his only daughter was being trampled on
mercilessly, he was entirely powerless both as a
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good father and as a lawyer who had never lost a
case.
All the barrister could do was to sign the issue
away even before it ever became a case.
It was the wisest decision to make as a father.
The only choice he could make to save his only
daughter.
It was a total shame to his career as a human
rights lawyer and to his position as a father.
His family was being shattered into potsherds
before his very own eyes and his hands were tied
that he couldn’t do anything about it.
That night as he sat back in a couch in the
executive hotel suite, he became absolutely
frustrated with the status quo.
The man watched his wife as she cried her
eyes out.
And for the first time, he remembered how
fragile his wife’s mental health was. For she
battled clinical depression.
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Beya’s mum could crash down into a crisis if
she kept crying all day. Mr Jan’il couldn’t afford
to lose his precious wife at the same time.
Mr Jan’il picked himself up and walked to his
wife’s side.
‘Darling,’ he called in a soft voice, turning to
his wife. ‘You know Beya is a strong girl, right?
She’ll absolutely get through this…
‘Let’s be strong for her too, darling. She’s
only taking a nap from everything stressful and
she’ll wake up soon enough, dear. Believe me!
‘We can only take care of Beya when we
ourselves aren’t breaking down, you know. Beya
won’t like to see you have a crisis at such a
critical time as this, uh?
‘So, my dear, you need to freshen up first, eat
good food and rest a little. That way, we’ll be
coming back with a clearer head to nurse our
precious daughter back to life!’
Mr Jan’il finished with a nod. ‘I can assure you
that!’
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Mrs Jan’il broke into tears at those touching
words of encouragement. Her husband gave her a
roll of tissue to dab her tears and he patted her on
the back.
After a moment, the couple waved their
daughter a see-you-soon bye.
◊◊◊
Tai VeShadd turned the last corner as he
approached Suite 701.
He saw the couple leaving the suite, lightly
closing the door behind them.
He quickly judged the adults to be Beya’s
parents.
The young dude halted in his pace at once,
tuned his back on the two adults, placed his
phone to his ear and acted as though he was
receiving a call.
He let the parents pass by without making
himself noticeable.
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And when the two had gone out of sight,
VeShadd walked stealthily to the hotel room and
closed the door behind him.
His eyes bulged out when he saw Beya still
unconscious. He was dazed as he saw his
concealed crime embodied right before him.
VeShadd walked closer and stood by the
bedside, staring at Beya’s helpless frame.
He was lost of words. He didn’t know what to
do or say.
VeShadd bowed himself to touch the sleeping
soul and called with a trembling, sober voice.
‘Beya! Beya!’
When Beya couldn’t reply a word, the
situation dawned on the young, accomplished
sportsman.
He staggered a few steps back; his mouth
gaping wide with shock.
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He held a hand to the wall to stabilise himself.
And then, he sat on a seat by the bedside as tears
formed in his eyes.
‘I’m really sorry, Beya,’ he began in a low,
trembling voice. ‘I’m terribly sorry I did this to
you!
‘You really just liked me unreservedly but I
foolishly thought I can pay you back for doting on
me.
‘I thought I should pay you back, but all I
could think of to appreciate you with was
something so cheap and selfish.
‘I don’t know why you picked me of many
superstars. I don’t know why you’d create the fan
club and gave a dark, unsociable life a colourful
light.
‘All I can do in life is play football. But you
suddenly appeared and gave me dreams of love
and friendship. I began to smile thanks to you,
Beya!
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‘So, I thought I should hold on to you at all
cost. I thought I should repay you for giving my
life some real brightness.
‘I thought I should love you. I thought I should
date you. I thought I should have you.’
He looked at Beya, shook his head in sorrow
and sighed.
He went on in a moment. ‘I wanted to treat
you like a woman for how you adored me.
‘The feelings weren’t just there so I put in
more effort. But I only ended up hurting you!
‘Ah, I’m so sorry for everything, Beya! I’m
sorry for misinterpreting your admiration for me
as you wanting me whole!
‘I’m sorry for getting the wrong idea about it
eventually, and thinking you can only be craving
to have me with that sort of liking!
‘I thought you must really find me irresistible.
Ah, I must have been sick to have that kind of
thought!’
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He paused to swallow and went on in a bit.
‘I’d thought dating you was the good thing I
could do to appreciate you. But when you knew
my intention and turned me down, I felt so really
small!
‘I felt humiliated and ashamed. But rather than
apologise, I got really, really angry.
‘Ah I’m so sorry for being a monster, Beya!
I’m so terribly sorry for hurting you!’
Tears rolled down VeShadd’s face.
The feeling of guilt enveloped the young dude
and the only way he could let it out was to let the
tears roll.
He gazed at Beya for a while. And he could see
a stream of tear roll down the corner of her eyes,
and down her temple.
He took out his hankie, leaned closer to the
sleeping beauty and wiped her subconscious
tears.
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‘Aw… so sorry, Beya,’ he whispered,
ruefully. ‘I’m really so sorry!’
While VeShadd gazed at his number one fan’s
closed, lifeless eyes, his own mind travelled
down the memory pathway.
To the incident that happened that fateful
night of the crime.
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Chapter 11
_____

THE night of the crime incident, Beya had
followed after Quitalia’s national team as their
bus headed back to the Planetario Hotels.
It was after the opening match of the ongoing
World Cup hosted in Quitalia…
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And in which the successful Tai VeShadd
caught the world’s glorious attention again – with
a fantabulous, record breaking goal.
Beya followed behind to take closer shots of
VeShadd.
She was going to share the exclusive photos to
the other fans at VeShadd’s fan club which she
created.
When the footballers eventually arrived at the
five-star hotel, Beya rushed up close to the them
as they jumped down from the huge bus and
walked into the hotel.
The energetic captured the animated moment
in several shots, with the peculiar gleeful smiles
in Tai VeShadd’s face.
As the footballers went out of sight, the
nineteen-year-old girl sat down on a seat
pavement outside the hotel skyscraper and
scrolled through the pictures on her camera.
She gazed at VeShadd’s celestial smile she was
able to capture. And she felt so great and
fulfilled.
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She dearly wished to show this peculiar
pictures to VeShadd himself, but it was already
about a few minutes past eleven that night.
She looked around and noted how fully lit up
and lively everywhere was.
The executive hotel knew no night at all, she
assured herself.
For she desperately needed to show his idol
how she’d captured those gorgeous smiles of
victory.
She thought to try, and she brought out her
phone.
She texted VeShadd.
I really got your best shot today. Just
now when you were entering the hotel.
You had a great big smile in the shots I
took like you’ve never had before! I guess
the winning goal you scored must’ve been
thrilling for you.
Big congrats to you!
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VeShadd saw the text immediately it was sent.
He was so curious to see what the pictures looked
like.
A call came in on Beya’s phone immediately.
And it was VeShadd.
Beya didn’t know when she jumped on her
feet. She was absolutely delighted that the ace
footballer called back.
‘Hello!’ she whispered.
‘Hey,’ VeShadd called, ‘are you still around
the hotel premises?’
Beya excitedly hummed a yes. ‘Uh-oh.’
‘Can I take a look at the pictures. I like to pick
the ones you’ll be sharing this time around.’
‘Okay,’ Beya retorted.
‘Meanwhile,’ VeShadd continued, ‘there’s a
party just starting here but I won’t be staying.
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‘I’ll go leave the keys to my suite at the
reception now and inform them you’ll come for
it in about five minutes. You can make it, right?’
‘Uh-oh,’ Beya hummed.
VeShadd went on. ‘You’ll just wait for me in
the room for a bit while I just show my face at the
party.’
He finished. ‘I won’t take long in join you at
all. So we can talk while I check through the
pictures.’
Beya replied. ‘That’s okay.’
Soon enough, Beya got the keys at the
reception and waited for VeShadd in his hotel
room.
The twenty-year-old ace footballer eventually
arrived after quite a while.
‘I’m so sorry I’m late,’ he said as he walked
into the hotel room.
‘I thought it won’t be good if I don’t appear at
the party at all,’ he explained. ‘So I stayed for a
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bit till we clinked our wine glasses. I hope you
didn’t wait for so long.’
Beya got up to receive him.
‘I just arrived actually,’ she said, trying not to
make VeShadd feel bad about keeping her
waiting.
‘In any case,’ she added with a smile as she
spun herself around, ‘I’ve been spending time
since I came in, exploring the executive suite
occupied by the world’s best goalkeeper!’
‘Oh come on!’ VeShadd chuckled, brushing
her arm with a hand.
Beya went on with a thrill in her voice.
‘And now I’m thinking of being a footballer
myself,’ she joked. ‘Just if this sort of hotel room
will be part of my fringe benefits!
VeShadd burst into laughter. And Beya joined
laughing.
‘Oh my,’ VeShadd chuckled, ‘you always
bring out that laughing side of me, honestly!’
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‘Oh, that reminds me,’ he quipped as he took
a seat in a settee; ‘you brought the pictures in
which I really smiled, right?’
‘Yep,’ Beya retorted as she sat beside him and
took out her phone tablet. ‘I’ll show you now.’
‘You see,’ VeShadd interposed, ‘ever since I
started my career, the sports media have never
been able to capture my smile.
‘Even when I celebrate scoring a rare goal as a
goalkeeper, they still don’t capture me smiling at
all! I guess they aren’t as good as you.’
Beya smiled. ‘No, they’re good. They only
couldn’t capture your smile simply because you
hardly ever smile.’
VeShadd chuckled. ‘Oh, it’s that so?’
‘Uh-oh,’ Beya hummed.
‘Anyway,’ VeShadd interposed, ‘I’ll still
congratulate you for the milestone you achieved.’
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VeShadd stretched a hand to her. ‘So,
congratulations for being able to capture the most
expensive smile in the world!’ he gleamed.
Beya met VeShadd’s stretched hand with her
tablet instead.
‘Why not take a look at the pictures first, uh?
You can take the time and check them out one
after another.’
VeShadd took the tablet from Beya and started
scrolling through the pictures.
The sportsman was absolutely impressed.
‘Wow,’ he gasped, the pictures are so gorgeous!’
‘Yeah, ’cause the man in them is so, so
gorgeous,’ Beya quipped with a beautiful smile.
VeShadd glanced at her and caught her
enchanting smile. ‘Thanks for capturing these for
me, Beya.’
Beya nodded. And then she asked, ‘So, which
of the pictures do you like me to post for your fan
club?’
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VeShadd bowed his head and scrolled through
the pictures again. ‘Mm, let me see!’ he
muttered.
In a bit, the sportsman tossed the device on
the table.
‘Are you through with them already?’ Beya
queried.
‘Oh no, I’m not,’ VeShadd replied. ‘I’ve got
something else to tell you and I think it’s sort of
more important than the pictures.’
Beya sat up. ‘Okay, I’m listening,’ she said.
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Chapter 12
_____

VESHADD put aside Beya’s phone tablet,
where he was checking the fantastic pictures of
him that the lovely young woman captured.
He sat up where he sat beside Beya in the
comfy couch of his hotel suite.
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‘I’ve got something else to tell you’, he said,
‘and I think it’s sort of more important than the
pictures.’
Beya sat up. ‘Okay, I’m listening.’
VeShadd began. ‘I really appreciate the
beautiful things you do. You’re so generous in
being good to me. And I must tell you, I’ve never
been this loved before!’
The sportsman paused, gave a little breath and
went on in a moment.
‘I don’t want to be an ingrate, Beya. I want to
pay you back for being so loving to me. I want us
to date. I want you to be my girlfriend.
‘I want you to be more than my fan, more
than any girl. I want to have you as mine.’
His eyes lingered on her for an understanding.
Beya didn’t believe VeShadd’s words.
‘Are you saying you want to pay me back for
being your fan and the only way to pay me back is
to make me your girlfriend?’
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VeShadd nodded gently.
Beya was astonished. She shot a surprising
look at the footballer.
‘I’m not doing all this to date you, no. I just
admire you and love all you stand for. I only
admire you and, truthfully, that’s all!’
VeShadd had a response ready. ‘Okay; if you
say that, I believe you. But be my girlfriend,
Beya.’
Beya couldn’t take the scenario anymore.
‘I’m really sorry I have to turn you down,
VeShadd,’ she said. ‘I like you a lot, yes. But it’s
nothing more than a sincere admiration and
respect!
‘I admire you like a public figure and like a big
brother; and I am so sure it’s not about being
your girl. You are like a super big brother to me,
honestly!’
VeShadd’s ego was bruised. He was getting
angrier and fiercer by now.
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He yelled out all of a sudden. ‘You scream my
name every now and then. You practically stalk
me to take my pictures.
‘You talk with me and laugh with me. I tell
you things I can’t tell others… And yet I’m just a
like friend or brother to you? Huh!?’
Beya wondered what’d gotten over VeShadd
with the way he was getting aggressive over her
response.
VeShadd spat on. ‘You just told me a while
ago that I’m really so gorgeous. Are you playing
with me, Beya? Huh?!’
Beya thought to clear the misunderstanding.
‘No, I’m not,’ she replied. ‘If you have feeling
for me then we can say I’m playing with your
feelings. But you and I know you don’t have any
feelings for me.
‘I don’t have feelings for you too, VeShadd.
‘If I have feelings for you then I’d have been
angry over the fact that the only reason you’ve
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got for wanting to date me was to pay me back
for being your fan.
‘But then, I’m not angry – despite how
insulting that statement sounds to me.
‘VeShadd, we don’t have feelings for each
other and we don’t owe each other any feelings
too.’
She paused and then finished in a moment.
‘Let me continue to be your fan and you
continue to be my superman. That’s all I ask.’
VeShadd jumped to his feet in a boiling
temper.
He was dazed at how calm and collected Beya
was in rejecting him.
He felt disrobed and humiliated. He felt
enraged for being refused by a fan girl.
His glorious ego was soiled by someone who
seemed so ordinary. He felt so small and felt so
angry.
He shouted down into Beya’s face.
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‘Are you doing this because you think you are
a part of my fame story? Are you doing this
because you think you have me in your palm?
‘I have everything to be your man. What else
do you need?
‘Do I have to sleep with you to show you I’m
neither your friend nor your brother?
‘Huh?!’
Beya was shocked at VeShadd’s words. She got
up to her feet.
‘What is wrong with you, VeShadd?’ she
queried; staring at him with an astonished look in
her face.
‘Why will you sleep with me to prove a point
to me. I guess you are stressed already. Let me be
on my way.’
The young woman began packing her phone
tablet and photo camera into her bag.
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‘You are running away now!’ VeShadd yelled.
‘Do I look like a monster that may eat you up?
Huh?!’
Beya was silent as she rushed to pack her
things into her bag.
The footballer couldn’t take it anymore as his
anger boiled like hot volcanic lava.
VeShadd rushed to the door and bolted it up.
‘Do I look like a monster huh?!’ he snarled
viciously.
Beya was terrified beyond words. She gasped
in shock.
Instantly, some electrifying rage surged
through VeShadd’s blood capillaries like a shock
wave, as she wondered what the fan girl took him
for?
VeShadd charged towards Beya, snarling with
a malicious voice.
‘Ain’t I a man?! Hey, ain’t I a man to you?!’
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Beya cowered frightfully and crouched low
into a small bundle as she screamed hard.
VeShadd came on Beya’s little frame,
forcefully carried her small bundle and threw her
on his bed.
There was a fierce struggle between the two.
And the more Beya struggled to free herself from
VeShadd the more the footballer got angry.
He kept yelling into Beya’s face.
‘Who are you to refuse me, huh?! Hey, who
are you to treat me as less man? Just who d’ you
think you are?!’
As Tai VeShadd sadly had his way with the
poor woman in a minute, the young man
metamorphosed in Beya’s perception within a
microsecond…
From a celestial star… to a lowly mortal…
and to a degenerate beast.
Beya was torn with tears immediately
afterwards. And she hurried to leave the haunting
presence of the cursed beast.
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VeShadd felt absolutely empty and unfulfilled.
He felt like the loser after all.
‘You can’t leave me now,’ he yelled; his eyes
moist with tears.
He rushed to grapple with Beya as she packed
her things.
He blurted. ‘I’ve got everything together just
a while ago and your presence here has ruined
everything! You can’t leave me now, huh!’
Beya struggled to free herself from VeShadd’s
tight grip.
And with all the force she could muster, she
threw VeShadd off and the young man fell on the
bed exhausted.
Beya rushed to the door to head out before
VeShadd could get up.
But getting to the door, she anxiously fumbled
with the lock – as her hands trembled on the
door keys.
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VeShadd rushed to get hold of a small exotic
masterpiece ceramic vase that adorned the
bedside bureau furniture.
The masterpiece in the executive hotel suite
was an original design of an exotic limited
edition.
Made with a dense mix of clay from both
Kashmir Valley and Grand Canyon, and glazed
superrich with Egyptian enamel glaze, the
ceramic masterpiece came out a weighty, deluxe
pottery vase.
VeShadd carried the small weighty vase and
rushed to Beya at the door.
Beya turned back to see a furious VeShadd
rushing up to her.
The young woman cowered in terror; leaning
on the door and covering her face with both
hands.
‘You can’t walk out on me!’ VeShadd
screamed. ‘You can’t humiliate me and still walk
out on me!’
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Beya screamed as VeShadd came close to her.
The footballer couldn’t take the alarm and he
smashed the pottery vase on her forehead.
Beya came slumping down to the ground.
And as she fell over, she got her side pierced
by the sharp and pointed edge of a metallic palm
tree sculpture sitting close to the door.
VeShadd’s eyes bulged out and he rushed to
grab her.
But the young woman slumped down to the
floor before the footballer could catch her; blood
gushing out from her head and side.
VeShadd sat on the ground in the pool of
Beya’s blood.
He glanced at his weapon on the floor. And he
saw a crack in the inner stem wall of the dense,
heavy ceramic vase.
He turned around and stared at the limp blood
soaked body sprawled out on the floor in front of
him.
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He gasped in utter shock and dread.
‘Ah, Beya! Beya!’
But it was already too late. The deed had been
done.
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Chapter 13
_____

EVERYTHING that led to the unconscious
sleep that the beautiful, energetic Beya sunk into
played right before VeShadd’s memory eyes.
And Tai VeShadd shivered terribly, where he
sat beside Beya’s motionless frame.
Everything he did to Beya dawned on him like
an overwhelming reality that it was.
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He stood up to take a closer look at the
sleeping beauty and he staggered all over.
The young man held onto the wall for
stability. But even his hold wasn’t enough to stop
his athletic frame from collapsing.
VeShadd gazed at the dense, luxury vase of a
limited edition with which he’d smashed Beya’s
head with.
It was sitting dignified on the drawer stool
furniture beside the elegant king sized bed.
VeShadd suddenly noticed that the long, thin
crack within the inner trunk wasn’t there
anymore.
He was stunned.
He lifted the vase closer to his eyes and stared
at it with a surprised gaze.
The young man put down the vase, drew
nearer and looked closer.
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It was only then it dawned on the sportsman
that the rare masterpiece had been replaced with
an imitation.
Just so the crime incident could be covered
up.
In one moment, VeShadd glanced at the
imitation and then at the unconscious young
woman.
He couldn’t help staggering back as his lower
limbs weakened at once.
Within seconds, the sportsman was already on
the bare floor.
In the executive hotel suite turned a VIP
hospital ward.
‘How… how did I forget all these?’ VeShadd
stuttered in a trembling voice; his hands and feet
shuddering in shock.
He couldn’t believe he closed his eyes in the
past weeks to the gravity of what he did to Beya;
the atrocities he committed.
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For, all the young sportsman could think
about in the whole while was getting himself out
of the pit he’d dug for himself.
And now that the puzzles in his head had come
together to form a haunting whole piece,
VeShadd could hardly bear himself.
‘Aargh, I raped Beya and still violently hit
her!’ VeShadd cried, kneeling on his hands and
knees.
‘Aargh, I put my very Godsend in coma!’ he
groaned with anguish.
VeShadd clenched his both fists and began
hitting the marble tiled floor in unspeakable
agony of soul.
‘How could I be fine after doing this?’ he
lamented tearfully. ‘How? How? Just how?!
‘Just how did I get myself to this stage? When
did I turn to this monster? Ah, how did I you get
yourself here, VeShadd?!’
Tears flowed down his swollen face and blood
dripped from his cramped, aching fingers.
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Suddenly the doors flung open with a forceful
thrust.
A tear drenched VeShadd raised his head
immediately; terrified he’d been caught by
whatever third party was coming in.
He realised he still feared being found out as
the culprit. He realised he even still dreaded it.
The sportsman crouched low into a corner in
unspeakable fright and held his blood stained
arms to cover his face.
The figure sprinted in with an athletic gait, his
dark silhouette asserting its presence as it stayed
for a second in the doorway.
And then, the man closed door behind him
and spoke with a deep toned, masculine voice.
‘It’s me, Vee. It’s okay.’
VeShadd heaved a heavy sigh of relief.
‘Ah, Coach!’ he breathed as he rushed to meet
Alhi for solace.
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He was grateful the third party wasn’t an
intruder after all.
Coach Alhi was tasked with the work of
keeping a close eye on VeShadd during the World
Cup.
In order to shield the ace footballer from the
unpleasant reality that could affect his
performance.
The coach was bent on saving VeShadd from
anything but football.
And so was the World Union.
VeShadd ran into the chief coach and broke
down in tears again.
Alhi gently patted him on the back.
‘It’s okay, champ. It’s okay.’
◊◊◊
Beya’s father sank tiredly in a couch in his
living room.
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He’d paced up and down the elegant styled
living room for about half an hour and the tensed
Barrister Jan’il was quite exhausted by now.
He’d administered some sleeping pills to his
wife and she was fast asleep in the master
bedroom already.
Mrs Jan’il, an accomplished civil engineer,
was the gifted hand that wrought quite a number
of new ultramodern roads and bridges in the
Central Region of Quitalia.
Yet the gifted mind of such a genius engineer
which masterminded those grand works had
always been vulnerable to clinical depression.
And Mr Jan’il had been quite so there in
managing his wife’s condition.
He’d also taken it upon himself to give his
fragile wife the healthiest environment he could
provide.
The chief surgeon that operated on Beya had
told the Jan’ils that their daughter’s chance of
waking from coma is on the very high side.
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He’d added that it was only the time the
patient would come awake that was uncertain.
Mr Jan’il took the news as good enough. He
trusted that his daughter would certainly wake.
He was only worried that Beya’s assaulter may
go scot-free. He was pained beyond words that
his only daughter wouldn’t get the justice she
deserved.
Barrister Jan’il heaved helpless sighs a
countless number of times in the past half hour.
And now, the middle aged human rights
lawyer let out a final sigh. One of resignation and
surrender.
‘Aargh, this is too big of a mountain for me!’
he breathed.
There was a sudden, hard knock on the door.
Mr Jan’il sat up at once. His heart dashed into
a heated race.
After thinking of fighting for his daughter, the
accomplished advocate had come to realise that
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the threats he’d got and the document he was
force to sign could just be the beginning of a
brewing trouble.
Mr Jan’il had concluded there might be more
hard punches to come from the perpetrator and
his backup.
And what was more important at the moment
was surviving.
Now with the sudden knock on his door, the
middle aged barrister could guess the brewing
trouble was there already.
The knock continued incessantly as Mr Jan’il
cowered in his seat.
He mustered some courage after a little while.
‘Yes, who is there?’ he asked aloud.
The voice behind the door was that of a man.
‘It me, big bro. It’s Kansi.’
Mr Jan’il jumped to his feet immediately.
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‘Is anyone with you?’ he asked; lowering his
already shaky voice a little.
Kansi chuckled. ‘Of course not. Please let me
in, bro; I’m thirsty!’
Mr Jan’il let out a sigh of relief. And then, he
went for the door and let his guest in.
Kansi entered; his burdened shoulder hanging
down the weight of a dust stained leather bag by
the aid of its strap.
The twenty-nine-year-old sprinted across the
living room to the water dispenser sitting at the
dining.
He picked off a glass for himself and then
served himself some ice cold water.
‘My throat is dry, brother – and so is the
world now!’ he gasped as he poured himself a
glass. ‘There’s absolutely no news story for
someone like me at this time!’
The investigative reporter working for the big
Megaphone Newspaper had just come to an
unwilling admittance.
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That the ongoing World Cup period was the
least of all time to find a controversial story.
Especially for the fact their nation was even the
host of the world event.
Kansi was frustrated.
But the journalist was even more frustrated by
the fact that he needed a controversy so bad for
his oncoming promotion.
Kansi heaved a sigh of resignation and gulped
down his entire glass.
But then, the 150 cl cup of water wouldn’t
quench the young man’s burning thirst.
So, he poured himself some more and
resumed talking while he was at it.
‘By the way,’ he said, ‘what took you so long
in opening the door for me? You see, I almost
died of thirst out there under our desert sun!’
The young man took his full glass and gulped
down the second cup.
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And then, he poured himself a third, walked
over to the living room and sat himself beside his
host.
He placed the full glass of water on the side
stool.
He turned to Mr Jan’il.
‘How is my sister, big bro?’ he asked. ‘I
checked on her at her office yesterday. I hope my
big sis is fine.’
Kansi liked to call Mr and Mrs Jan’il his big
bro and big sis. Even though he wasn’t related to
any of the two.
Mr Jan’il replied. ‘She’s fine. She’s taking a
nap at the moment.’
Kansi warmed up with an eager smile.
‘And my little Beya? How’s she? It’s been a
while since I saw her… Maybe she can even give
me scandals on idols she doesn’t like anymore,
uh?’
Mr Jan’il let out a burdened grunt.
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Kansi continued talking.
‘Brother, you see, I hate this sort of period,
when everyone looks at only one direction at the
same time.
‘Everything about the world right now is the
World Cup.
‘Even the most scandalous entertainment
celeb is engrossed in watching the matches. They
don’t even find the luxury of time to create a
mess!’
Mr Jan’il glanced at Kansi and flashed a faint
smile.
Kansi went on. ‘No one up there is
committing a crime these days.
‘Yet my boss is asking for a heartbreaking
exclusive for my promotion… when the world
itself is one hundred percent boredom!’
Mr Jan’il sighed.
But the sigh was born out of his own heavy
burden and not that of Kansi.
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Kansi warmed up to him in a moment. ‘Oh
that reminds me, bro! You’re a human rights
lawyer; have you got a big stuff at all?
‘Maybe anything you’re working on at the
chambers and you want me to blow up in the
news!’
Mr Jan’il only sighed.
‘Of course I know you won’t have any case at
the moment,’ Kansi put in. ‘It’s this time of the
year that you have your annual leave and stay
away from everything work.’
Kansi picked up the glass of water from the
side stool. ‘Ah, I must’ve been so desperate for a
news story! So sorry, big bro!’
He gulped down the glass and put the cup
down.
‘I’m so exhausted!’ he yawned; closing his
eyes as he reclined himself in the arm chair where
he sat.
Mr Jan’il glanced at Kansi.
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The idea of using a journalist for his own case
suddenly made absolute sense. He’d only signed
off the case. Not the story.
He was forced to sign to never sue; to never
take the case to court.
But then, he never signed to not share the
story with someone else.
Mr Jan’il spoke for the first time in a long
while.
‘What if I’ve got a really big scandal for you,
Kansi? One that concerns the World Cup itself…
‘Will you be able to cover it?’
Kansi’s eyes popped open.
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Chapter 14
_____

BEYA’S surgeon wasn’t ready to divulge
information to an enquiring VeShadd.
Tai VeShadd had been urging Dr Raiib to tell
him about the sleeping Beya’s medical state but
the chief surgeon hadn’t been yielding.
The silent Dr Raiib only responded every once
in a while along the same line.
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‘I’m sorry; I can’t tell you anything,’ he
religiously maintained.
VeShadd said everything to convince the
renowned middle aged surgeon and he was
becoming frustrated and angry.
But the successful sportsman knew he’d got to
hold down his anger, since he needed the chief
surgeon to talk.
Well, since Tai VeShadd saw Beya in her coma
state, the picture slide in his head had refused to
change over from that of the unconscious
beautiful young woman.
The footballer had been overwhelmed with
guilt. VeShadd felt sorry for Beya and he wanted
to take some responsibility for his crime.
Taking responsibility seemed to be the only
way the young man could free his guilt burdened
mind.
He’d come to pay another visit to the
unconscious young woman in the hotel suite.
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And he thought of transferring her to a
standard hospital, where she could continue her
treatment with more care.
When VeShadd met with Raiib to make
enquiries about Beya’s condition, the task he’d
thought would be simple was now becoming an
ordeal.
The sportsman finally came to a conclusion of
what to do.
‘If pleading, blackmail or even threatening this
man with my status doesn’t work on him,’ he
thought, ‘then I think I’ve got to use the plain
truth!’
VeShadd’s nerves calmed in a moment. The
young man wanted to sound sincere since
everything he would be saying would be the
truth.
He knelt down before the middle aged doctor
and the latter was shocked at the sportsman’s
awkward gesture.
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Raiib was about to repeat his monotonous line
when VeShadd interposed with an impassioned
tone of voice.
‘I am the patient’s assaulter, Doctor!’
VeShadd began, as Raiib stopped to listen.
‘Beya created my fan club. But I
misunderstood her and thought she liked me as a
man.
‘I caused everything here, Doctor; it’s all my
fault.
‘I raped Beya and even smashed her head with
a vase; and she collapsed! I put Beya in that state!’
Tears formed in VeShadd’s eyes.
‘I know you must’ve been instructed by the
chief coach to keep everything secret. But I really
need your help.
‘I’ve come to my senses and I want to take
responsibility for what I’ve done somehow.
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‘I want to know how Beya is. I really want to
know when she’ll come awake and just what I can
do to make her recover soon. Please help me sir!’
VeShadd wiped the tears from his eyes with
his hankie.
Dr Raiib was moved, seeing the tears in the
sportsman’s eyes.
He raised VeShadd up to a seat. ‘Okay; I’ll tell
you all you need to know. Have your seat first.’
Both VeShadd and Raiib sat down in a settee at
the hotel room.
‘But before we begin,’ the medical doctor
said, ‘I want to be sure this conversation is
between you and me alone, and will remain so
afterwards.’
He motioned to VeShadd. ‘Bring out your
phone. I need to be sure you aren’t recording
this.’
VeShadd didn’t hesitate to show him his phone
and he laid the phone down on the table right in
front of them.
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Raiib was satisfied.
‘Anyway,’ he said, ‘as the perpetrator I know
you won’t be recording this conversation. But I
still have to be sure, you know.’
He clamped his hands together for a second.
‘I’m a fan of yours but I hope you aren’t cross
with me for not talking earlier? You see, I’m just
a pawn in this game of chess; you VeShadd are
the real deal!’
Raiib let out a deep breath and sat up.
‘When I receive a call that evening I wasn’t
surprised,’ he began. ‘I knew as one of the best
neurosurgeons the country has got… I knew I’ve
got eyes on me.
‘I was suddenly summoned on phone by the
chief medical director of our teaching hospital. I
was told to come prepared for an urgent and
equally important surgery.
‘I rushed straight to the teaching hospital.
Only to be flown by a chopper here.
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‘And that’s along with the best medical team
as well as our most functional ICU equipment.’
VeShadd heaved a sigh.
‘Well, let’s stop talking about me for now,’
Raiib said; waving the topic off with a brisk
sweep of a hand.
The middle aged medical doctor reclined
himself a little.
‘When I first saw the patient here,’ he
resumed speaking, ‘I knew with the high level of
attention and confidentiality we were given in
treating the case… I knew it must have to do
with assault from one of the national team
players.
‘But I didn’t expect it was going to be the
renowned Tai VeShadd. I didn’t expect it to be
you.’
VeShadd swallowed and let out a quiet breath.
Raiib went on.
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‘Well, the CT scan we had on the patient’s
brain showed a little internal bleeding. And we
were able to stop it soon enough.
‘But she sustained another injury on her side
below the diaphragm to the left. Thankfully, it
was an area with little abdominal organs; and no
internal organ was affected.’
Raiib looked into VeShadd’s eyes. ‘She
must’ve been pierced at the side by some rough,
pointed steel, right?’
VeShadd slowly nodded a yes.
‘Oh, pity!’ Raiib breathed; and VeShadd
bowed his head.
‘She went comatose only because of the severe
loss of blood at the side.
‘And it is good news that the other injury on
her head from the assault wasn’t the cause of the
severe bleeding…
‘So, I’m sure she’ll be perfectly fine. We hope
she’d wake up sooner than later.
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VeShadd
Doctor?’

was

curious.

‘When

exactly,

‘Oh, that we can’t say!’ Raiib replied. ‘We’ll
have to keep watching her – her vital signs and
all.’
VeShadd moved a little closer. ‘But is there
anything at all we can do to get her to wake up
soon enough?’
Raiib paused for a bit; giving a hesitant hum.
‘Well, we can medically stimulate her brain,’
he spoke eventually. ‘And while doing so, we
have the music tracks she enjoys listening to,
played in her hearing.
‘Or else have her favourite stories or poems
read to her by a voice she’ll love to hear.’
VeShadd looked down and scrambled the floor
with a foot.
‘But, you see,’ Raiib continued, ‘the brain
stimulation is still a relatively new therapy.
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‘Only a very few tertiary hospitals in the
country have the equipment to support that sort
of therapy. It hasn’t been formally accepted in
many corners of conventional practice.
‘In an ideal situation where the World Union
isn’t involved in this case, you can spend all your
money to get the young lady the best treatment.
‘But, you see, with the eagle eyes of the
World Union on this, your hands are tied, Mr
VeShadd!’
The footballer was surprised.
‘The World Union!’ he wondered. ‘You mean
the World Union itself is behind this case, or
something?’
Dr Raiib
expression.

was

shocked

at

VeShadd’s

‘What do you mean, Mr VeShadd?’ he
queried, bewildered.
‘You mean you don’t know all these while
that the whole situation is being managed by the
powerful World Union?’ he asked.
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‘Goodness me, you must be quite a naïve
gentleman!’ Raiib laughed aloud.
VeShadd was confused and hadn’t made a
sense of the situation.
He absolutely never knew that the World
Union – comprising of organisations he was an
ambassador for – had swept into action ever since
the day of assault to cover up the mess.
VeShadd never knew all along.
The guilt burdened sportsman only tiptoed
out of his mess without looking back.
It feels easy for the Everyman to shove a
blame. And it felt easy for Tai VeShadd to shove
responsibility.
The young man did rather chose to close his
eyes to how exactly the mess he’d created would
be taken care of.
Or whether it was to take care of itself, the
youngster cared less.
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Dr Raiib gasped in shock. ‘You don’t know a
thing!
‘Hey, a hotel suite was turned into an
operating room overnight! With the best
intensive care equipment hurriedly provided.
‘Pressmen were stopped from accessing what
could be the most controversial news of this year!
‘Yet you didn’t know a thing, sir!
‘I, being one of the best surgeon in the
country, was called as early as daybreak to
operate an assaulted person. And right here at the
crime scene, for that matter!
‘Yet you didn’t know it is the powerful ones
behind this drama!
‘Gosh, they made the patient’s parents sign off
making a court case. They threatened them with
their daughter!
‘They sealed my lips as well as my team
members’ with intimidating money! They even
made us sign a document of confidence!
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‘And all of this epic drama was just to protect
one single person… Tai VeShadd!
‘At first, I thought the girl was gang rapped by
the team. I didn’t know it was just the team’s
goalkeeper!
‘And you still don’t know the unbeatable
world giants backs you up!’
VeShadd dissolved into a viscous fluid.
He dropped to the bare floor; seated with legs
sprawled out.
The twenty-year-old couldn’t hide the
monstrous shock.
That the powerful organisations of the entire
planet would rather go down the pits of hell to
cover up his wicked crime, was the most
abominable thing that had befallen the young
model ambassador!
A sudden cold shiver came upon VeShadd and
he trembled like a kid.
Raiib finished his words.
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‘Man, you’ve got the entire world behind you.
You don’t ever need to do anything to redeem
you and at the same time you can’t even do a
thing to redeem you.
‘The best you can do for yourself and the poor
patient is to give the World Union just whatever
they want from you!’
‘That’s my candid advice. And that’s what
every other sensible person will tell you!’
VeShadd heaved a heavy sigh.
And a tear slowly trickled down the young
man’s face.
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Chapter 15
_____

AS much as Kansi was interested in finding
a news worthy tip, the young reporter’s heart
was broken when he heard what’d happened to
Beya.
The twenty-nine-year-old journalist couldn’t
believe his big brother’s family was going through
such a sorry situation at the moment.
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Kansi was angry as much as he was pained.
And he so wished there was really something he
could do to save the sad situation.
If the Jan’ils were just a stranger to Kansi,
covering the news would’ve been like a jackpot
to him. But then, the young man saw himself as a
part of the Jan’il family.
When Kansi was in high school, his widowed
mother was duped of a really huge amount in her
business.
Yet the fraudster had gone ahead to threatened
her with her life and her son’s, when she kept
accosting him.
Kansi’s mum was at the verge of bankruptcy
in her once successful business and the young
Kansi was depressed.
Remembering how he had lost his father to a
heart attack when his father’s company went
bankrupt, little Kansi was already scared of also
losing his mum in the same manner.
Kansi knew he’d got to be strong for his mum.
He knew he’d got to hold on to her by all means.
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But then, the young lad wanted to cry out his
worries in flowing tears.
Yet he was thoughtful enough to restrain
himself from crying before his mum. Lest the
poor woman break down completely.
Kansi got up one day and trudged towards the
cloisters of huge sand dunes… at the outskirts of
his desert town, Bantua.
He decided to go to the vast landscapes and
cry out all his tears into the desert sands. Just so
he wouldn’t melt his mother’s strong heart by his
emotional outburst.
He got to the vast open desert. There he sunk
to his knees and cried out his lungs and heart with
uncontrollable tears.
A young Mr Jan’il was passing that way.
The young man had just become a lawyer and
hadn’t taken up any case yet.
He became Kansi’s listening ear that day – and
equally a shoulder to cry on.
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The young Barrister Jan’il took on the case
afterwards as a human rights lawyer. And he did
win that case.
Ever since that day Mr Jan’il and Kansi had
been really close as family. And Kansi grew up to
take the barrister’s own family as his, too.
After Barrister Jan’il’s intervention in that
chance meeting, Kansi desired to also become a
lawyer like his hero and superman.
But then, Kansi’s academic performance
wouldn’t get him to study law. So the young lad
had settled for journalism in the University.
And he did grow up to become a journalist.
And now, the all grown news reporter was
moved by the sorry case of Mr Jan’il’s only
daughter.
He was ready to go to the farthest lengths to
investigate everything about his ‘little sister,’
Beya.
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Far more than for the sake of his long deserved
promotion, Kansi wanted to do this for his own
family.
He wanted to get absolute justice for Beya.
◊◊◊
Kansi began his investigation.
He lurked around the Planetario Hotels for a
few days and made friends with a few members
of the hotel staff.
But then, making friends with the hotel staff
didn’t prove efficient for the investigative
journalist to get the information he needed about
the case.
Kansi could tell that no information would be
forthcoming with the reaction the staff members
made whenever he brought up the case.
He observed that the hotel staff must’ve been
threatened about divulging any information about
the crime incident.
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Not even Kansi’s solemn promise to keep any
informant’s identity safe was enough to convince
the staff members to zip open their lips on the
incident.
Kansi seemed to have reached a dead end just
as soon as he launched out.
It was frustrating for the journalist but the
young man wasn’t going to give up regardless.
He’d got to do everything he could to get justice
for Beya.
Kansi decided to halt in the detour and
approach the issue straight on. He chose to go
through the national football team’s players
themselves.
He decided to register himself at the executive
hotel’s VIP gym. Just so he could meet up with
any of the footballers whenever they’d be having
some private workout.
Kansi spent a fortune to costume himself and
even act up like a wealthy young man. And so, he
got himself registered in the world class gym.
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Registering at the VIP gym did cost a huge
fortune, yes. But then, money mattered less to a
determined Kansi.
The fierce lion would even empty his life
savings just to get justice for his little Beya!
◊◊◊
VeShadd hadn’t been attending training in
preparation for the team’s last match at the group
stage.
But the sportsman’s ban from training with
the team had already been lifted.
VeShadd wasn’t able to make training with the
team because he’d been down since he heard
about Beya from Dr Raiib.
He was no longer worried about Beya but
about the young lady’s parents.
‘How can they be threatened to sign off the
issue at the expense of getting to see their
daughter lying in coma?’ he wondered.
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‘How can a father or mother be threatened
with access to their own child. Just to protect
me… a human being like him?!’
Several thoughts of concern poured through
the sportsman’s mind. And he just couldn’t
forgive himself for what he’d done.
He was sick of himself already – and of
everything altogether.
He wondered why the world organisations
would be so preoccupied about him.
He wondered why they’d want to protect an
ambassador up to the extent of rubbing salt on
the victim’s parent’s wounds.
VeShadd realised how much atrocities had
been done just to cover up his crime. And he
couldn’t bear the fact that he was the center of
the whole thing.
It’d been a few days since VeShadd had been
thinking around the hurt his crime had caused
many people.
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And he thought he’d got to come to a
decision.
The burden of concealing his wrongdoing was
becoming too heavy to bear. He’d just got to
untie the knot, he reasoned.
VeShadd stood up from the couch he’d been
sitting in at the hotel suite he was already sharing
with Staka his friend.
He began to pace about in the room devoid of
anyone.
‘I might crash if I continue to carry this
burden,’ he said. ‘I’ve got to let go of myself.’
He stood still, with his arms akimbo and his
back turned against the doorway.
‘Beya doesn’t deserve this type of treatment,’
he said.
The young man paused for a bit and then
sighed.
‘I have to confess everything. I really have to
confess everything!’
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A voice suddenly so boomed loud at the
doorway behind VeShadd.
‘What are you confessing?!’
VeShadd’s heart raced in shock as he turned
his gaze back.
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Chapter 16
_____

SO it’s you Staka. Man, you scared me!’
VeShadd had gently turned his head around to
see who interrupted his thoughts and it was Staka
his teammate and buddy.
Staka was just returning to his hotel room
from the team’s football training early that
morning.
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The athletic midfielder walked in sprints
towards VeShadd and repeated the words he’d
interrupted his friend’s thoughts with.
‘What are you confessing?’ he said a second
time.
VeShadd sat himself down in an armchair.
He glanced at Staka. ‘I guess I should tell you
anyway. Take a shower first – you reek of sweat.
Go freshen up first and I’ll tell you what’s
bothering me.’
Staka nodded. ‘Okay; I’ll be back in a
moment.’
The young midfielder grabbed a towel and
went into the bathroom in the elegant hotel suite.
When he was through with taking a shower,
Staka walked back to the room and dressed up in
a T-shirt over a pair of baggy shorts.
He walked to VeShadd’s side and sat beside
him in a couch as he listened to his friend.
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Like a cup of water is emptied through a dry
and thirsty throat, VeShadd poured out his
situation and worries to Staka.
But then, as much as VeShadd’s attentive
listener wished to help him to right his wrongs,
the young man wasn’t ready to sacrifice
VeShadd’s participation in the World Cup for
this.
Participating in the World Cup used to be one
of Staka’s big dreams.
And when he played on the world’s football
pitches and heard the spectators’ cheer, he grew
even more ambitious and wanted to cart home
the most dignified trophy in the world of sports.
The World Cup itself.
Staka had seen what VeShadd was capable of
on the pitch.
Even as an excellent midfielder with an added
striker skill, Staka had come to admit that
VeShadd was even more dependable than every
other player in the team.
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Tai VeShadd the team’s spectacular
goalkeeper was their sure ticket to winning the
World Cup.
And by every means possible, Staka had got to
hold on to that ticket.
Staka knew what he wanted. And so he
decided to be very honest with his friend.
He heaved a burdened sigh.
‘How do you want me to respond to this
bombshell?’ he said.
‘I really wish you didn’t share this sort of
burden with me. I really wish I wasn’t nosy
enough to get myself in this.
‘You know I want to win the World Cup. I
really want to win the World Cup! That’s all I
have in my head now. I’ve fixed my eyes on that
gold trophy.
‘But I’m a Christian, too; and I know what is
right. I’m just not sure I can sacrifice the World
Cup for anything at the moment.
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‘I can only be a colleague and teammate for
you at the moment.’
VeShadd let out a quiet sigh.
Staka went on in a moment. ‘Vee, as a
Christian myself, I understand the essence of
confession and repentance.
‘But then, you coming out to confess your sin
now will do you and even us more harm than
good.
‘The only thing you stand to gain is to free
your mind and heart from guilt. Your confession
doesn’t bring the girl back from coma, does it?
‘And it doesn’t even undo the crime you’ve
already committed. It’ll only end up ruining your
entire career, Vee!’
Staka sat up. ‘Besides, you’ve got nothing to
worry about,’ he continued. ‘You said the World
Union is handling everything for you.
‘So let’s just focus on the games for now.
Let’s win this trophy first. We can then handle
everything that is to come afterwards, huh?’
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Staka patted VeShadd on a shoulder as he
finished his words. ‘Please, just think of winning
the World Cup for now.’
VeShadd knew his buddy too well.
He knew Staka – as concerned about him as he
sounded – he was only preoccupied with a
personal ambition to hit a golden record.
A record that he was part of a team of football
players that were the first Africans ever to win
the great World Cup.
He coveted being a legend at twenty. He
wanted so dearly to be talked about as being part
of a legacy.
Staka stood up. He wasn’t waiting for an
answer from his friend. He didn’t want a debate
on what he’d said. He wanted to close the issue
on the note he ended it.
Staka walked to the doorway. ‘Let’s go for
our breakfast, Vee,’ he said.
VeShadd heaved a deep sigh and was quiet.
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Silence was the best response he could give his
friend at the moment. A noisy silence
accompanied with a faint smile was all he could
offer.
And in the young man’s silence a loud thought
ran through his heavy heart.
‘We can’t find God in a human being,’ he said
to himself. ‘Staka is a human too, after all,’ he
admitted.
And that thought was loud enough that it
stuck to his mind…
Never ever to be forgotten.
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Chapter 17
_____

VESHADD was regular at the VIP gym of
the Planetario Hotels.
Especially since he took a break from training
with his teammates.
And it was on one of those morning of
VeShadd’s workout at the executive gym that the
reporter Kansi met with the young man.
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‘Tai VeShadd is the nation’s most loved
among the players,’ Kansi reasoned on sighting
the ace goalkeeper, as they both exercised their
muscles.
‘Of course, it can’t be VeShadd; he’s as gentle
and peaceful as a dove. He can’t ever be a rapist!’
Kansi paused for a bit.
‘But I think the footballer Beya was really
close to is VeShadd,’ he went on musing.
‘That means if it’s really not VeShadd, then
Beya’s assaulter must be VeShadd’s close buddy.’
Kansi decided to approach the sportsman
anyway; and see what he could find out from
him.
When he met the young goalkeeper, he
courteously asked for his autograph; giving him a
golden pen to sign with and a bestseller book on
financial economy to sign on.
VeShadd was polite with the journalist who
oozed with an air of gracefulness.
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Kansi knew little about football. He knew he
would embarrass himself if he started a
conversation on football.
He decided to strike off a light talk on other
general issues with the sportsman.
VeShadd enjoyed talking something other than
football and the chat felt sort of interesting and
fun.
Along the line, the two men sat themselves
down on the tiled floor with a bottle of water
each in their hands. They were that relaxed with
each other.
‘You see,’ VeShadd said, as the talk winded
down, ‘it’s the first time in a long while since
someone asked me when I’ll retire and what I
plan to do after I retire.’
He smiled, glancing at Kansi. ‘Well, talking to
you is like a breath of fresh air, I must say!’
Kansi was quick to respond.
‘Really, I only asked about your retirement
plans ’cause I know so little about football. I
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didn’t quite know my questions would strike a
chord.’
VeShadd chuckled.
‘Everyone talks about football with me,’ he
said. ‘And sometimes I even feel suffocated by
the monotonous questions they ask me.
‘I think if I die tomorrow and leave my hands
and legs behind to continue playing football,
people won’t even mind, you know!’
Kansi burst out laughing and VeShadd soon
joined.
As the laughter subsided, Kansi interposed.
‘I’ll personally miss you, Mr VeShadd. I’ll
miss this sense of humour in particular…
‘So, please don’t die on Quitalia! We need the
whole of you here – not just your hands and legs!
VeShadd laughed. ‘Thanks man,’ he said,
smiling.
In a moment, he added with a question. ‘Do
you have your phone with you, Mr Kansi?’
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Kansi’s response was spontaneous. ‘No; why
d’ you ask?’
VeShadd let out a quiet breath and went on in
a bit.
‘I need a sane person to talk to. I might not
get to talk to a person like you again till we’re
through with the World Cup.
‘I want to make a confession to a stranger. I
want to find a listening priest in someone. Can I
trust you, sir?’
Kansi was scared for a while. His mind raced a
hasty pace.
He wandered a thousand miles as through
what the content of VeShadd’s confession might
be.
And most especially why the ace footballer
would choose to tell a stranger some secret
rather than tell his teammates.
In the few minutes Kansi had spent with the
young, successful sportsman, he’d come to like
VeShadd like a brother.
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And now, he was dead scared that it was this
newfound brother that might’ve hurt his little
sister.
It’d be a big blow to learn Beya’s assaulter was
that loveable Tai VeShadd.
No, it’d be a bitter tasting irony.
Kansi held his emotions down and flashed a
faint smile
‘You’re free to dump your worries on me,
brother,’ he managed to say. ‘We might never
meet again. So just feel free to relieve your stress
by pouring them all out.’
VeShadd heaved a sigh of relief. He’d found
someone at last, he thought. Someone that would
help him unburden himself.
‘I feel like a snail,’ the sportsman began. ‘I
want to go all out and do things for myself. But
I’m caged in a shell.
‘My irony is that this shell is not even a part of
me. I think it is only using me!’
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Kansi was quiet. He couldn’t make anything
out of VeShadd’s words yet. And so he kept on
listening.
VeShadd went on. ‘I told Staka about it. But,
you see, everyone wanted me to just focus on
football and also continue to enjoy the protection
from the big shell.
‘Yet my heart isn’t at peace at all. I feel like
there’s a war going on in my head!’
Kansi quietly searched the young sportsman’s
eyes; wondering if what VeShadd was afraid of
admitting was in fact the truth he was after.
‘I committed a big crime and sin,’ VeShadd
continued. ‘I put the life of a loved one in danger.
‘Yet the big shell around me is wreaking more
havoc in shielding me. I know I need to confess
and bear my punishment. But I really still don’t
know what I’d do!’
Kansi couldn’t hold it anymore.
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He quipped in an angry, bitter voice. ‘You’re
the one who hurt Beya, right?!’
Kansi didn’t know when the question popped
out of his mouth.
VeShadd’s eyes bulged out. The footballer was
shocked and terrified that he stared at Kansi with
a gaping mouth.
He certainly had confessed his crime to the
victim’s acquaintance.
VeShadd couldn’t believe what was
happening. He wished this was a nightmare he
could suddenly wake from.
But he only stared with a frozen gaze; fear and
shock written over his face.
A voice suddenly called behind the sportsman.
And at that moment, VeShadd wished
desperately that the voice calling on him was
about to wake him from a deep sleep.
But it wasn’t a sleep or a dream VeShadd was
having.
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Everything was reality.
And Staka had come to call the footballer for
breakfast.
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Chapter 18
_____

KANSI had gotten his answer.
The shock on VeShadd’s face and the silence
that followed his question was enough evidence
that it was the sportsman that assaulted Beya.
VeShadd was a lovable young man. And
anyone who met with the ace footballer couldn’t
help but fall in love with him.
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It was the same with Kansi. He’d come to like
the sportsman’s personality in the little moment
of talk the two men had.
But the mountain-high likeness that Kansi had
developed for VeShadd wasn’t too high to be
bulldozed into an ant hill after all, when that
moment of truth came.
It was indeed Tai VeShadd that’d hurt is lovely
little Beya.
Kansi’s heart was full of both hatred and
anger. And the entire sanity that remained with
the journalist was channelled into planning how
best to deal with the sportsman.
Kansi stormed out of the hotel immediately.
And he went straight to Beya’s father in his
home.
‘Big bro need to hear what I found,’ he said.
◊◊◊
Barrister and Engineer Jan’il were weren’t
shocked to know who exactly was their
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daughter’s assaulter among the national football
team players.
Their daughter’s state as well as their own
helplessness was shocking enough. And it had
come to dwarf every other thing that might be
coming as a surprise.
Also the Jan’ils had guessed that the only
footballer their lovely daughter was close with
could be the perpetrator.
So they weren’t surprised when Kansi
informed them it was Tai VeShadd.
Based on the Jan’il’s experience in the past
days – and equally based on the nature of Tai
VeShadd’s confession to Kansi, Mr Jan’il soon
concluded the powers might block the news…
The news article about the sports superstar
that Kansi was about to publish in the newspaper.
The renowned human rights lawyer pleaded
with Kansi to be really careful on the case. So he
wouldn’t get hurt.
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◊◊◊
VeShadd was pretty relieved that his
confession was gradually escaping out of the
World Union’s wearying shell caging him.
And that it’d have been reaching the curious
ears of Beya’s family.
Yet, at the same time, the sportsman was
scared of the weighty uncertainties lurking in the
days ahead.
Yes, confessing to Kansi was like a therapy to
VeShadd.
He’d lifted the burden of guilt off his chest, at
least. And he could finally get himself some sleep
in a long while.
But then, the nightmare of an uncertain
tomorrow possibly bearing consequences of a
grave confession – this wouldn’t give the
sportsman a moment of sleep either.
VeShadd’s sleep became interrupted with
nightmares of what was to come. Yet what was to
come were only uncertain nightmares.
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The sportsman didn’t bother to inform Coach
Alhi about how he confessed to someone who
must’ve been the victim’s acquaintance.
VeShadd reasoned that Kansi was a good
gentleman.
And he wouldn’t want him to be hurt by the
World Union.
◊◊◊
As angry and desperate as the young man
was, Kansi knew there was no tangible evidence.
He knew he couldn’t just go ahead and accuse
a world class football star for a huge crime. He
might get the news media sued and get the news
article blocked.
Kansi had to be intelligent with his approach
to the case. So, rather than focus on the
perpetrator, the smart investigative journalist
chose to focus on the victim.
The news article was written about Beya
Jan’il, the president of Tai VeShadd’s fan club.
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About Beya who was last seen at the
Planetario Hotels just a few hours after the
opening match of the ongoing World Cup.
Yes, about the very same girl who then lay in
coma in an undisclosed location – after being
sexually assaulted.
The news article was careful enough to not
state Tai VeShadd as the perpetrator.
It had only described the ace footballer in
terms of an idol whom the victim happened to
form an acquaintance with.
The article detailed how the two had been
close in the last few years and how the idol had
made a friend of the victim.
Yet as much as Tai VeShadd wasn’t named in
the article, the description was vivid enough to
ignite a flame of suspicion in the heart of
Quitalians.
The instant Kansi’s article ignited a fire, other
news media were quick to join in the bandwagon
and spread into an Internet wildfire.
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It didn’t take long before journalists stormed
the residence of the Jan’il’s to get a statement.
And Beya’s parents acted out a little drama to
make the World Union to never suspect them.
The couple came out of their home every
morning that inquisitive reporters littered their
neighborhood with their presence.
They walked out of their elegant duplex, with
a basket of food flasks in Mrs Janil’s hand.
And it did always happen that whenever
questions are thrown at them by the waiting
reporters, the couple would only stand,
cowering.
And with wet eyes and a sober voice, they’d
say: ‘We have no comment concerning the issue.
We don’t want any more trouble.’
Mrs Jan’il would try with much effort to
restrain herself from breaking down with tears.
And her husband would hold her firmly to his
side and pat her that it’d soon be okay.
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The couple would go take their car and drive
straight to the Planetario Hotels; without being
concerned whether they were followed by the
reporters.
It was entirely a script written by Kansi.
Kansi wanted the reporters led to the hotel.
He knew the only way to get to beat Tai
VeShadd, along with whatever powers backed
him up, was to use public opinion.
And so Kansi had written and directed the
entire drama, with an end of luring the reporters
to the crime scene…
And starting a fire that’d be too big for
VeShadd’s backbone to contain.
The wildfire of public rage.
Kansi had prepared the Jan’il couple’s minds
that criticisms might possibly arise against them
and their victimised daughter, in their fight for
justice.
He told them people may harshly criticise
them for going against the golden boy of Quitalia.
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And that they might want to badmouth the
victim just because it was a case involving the
football superstar.
But then, he promised the sentiments could be
turned around for good if Beya’s parents could
win public empathy on the assault case.
And indeed, the Jan’il’s little acting directed
by Kansi was more than enough to win
Quitalian’s empathy.
Now VeShadd along with his giant backup
would certainly be on fire.
◊◊◊
VeShadd was only thirsty for a few drops of
water. But with his confession to Kansi, he was
sure the fellow had brought a heavy downpour on
him.
A flood of water too big for him alone.
The sportsman only wanted some ray of light
shed on his dark secret. But now, he’d got a
scotching beam of desert sunlight from the
confession he’d made to Kansi.
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And he’d got to bear the heat along with the
sunlight.
VeShadd was shocked at how fast things sped.
He only confessed to the stranger just a day
before and the case had blown up on the Internet
beyond just what he could handle.
Now the footballer felt he could understand
why the World Union had been shielding him
from his reality all along.
The crime he’d committed was more than
enough to destroy his career.
And beyond the guilt VeShadd bore in his
heart, he also had to consider the shame of being
an ex-success that early.
A hundred questions poured through the
young man’s troubled mind.
Was it really worth it?
Was it worth losing everything? The freedom
from the burden of guilt, regret and unrest. Was
it really worth losing all?
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Wasn’t the state of enjoying that unethical
immunity from the World Union… wasn’t it
more preferable to losing everything after all?
Or, was his sin so big that he’d got to sacrifice
everything for it?
Was the entire thing worth the career he’d
built up for years?
Was everything really worth it after all?
Tai VeShadd was in a tough dilemma.
He’d always wanted to confess.
But now that he saw what his confession might
cost him, he wasn’t sure anymore.
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Chapter 19
_____

KANSI kept throwing more punches at Tai
VeShadd.
He knew he had really little time in getting
justice for Beya. He’d got to strike when the iron
was hot.
Now that the attention of the entire host
nation was fixed on VeShadd as the golden boy of
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the ongoing World Cup, he’d got to bring down
the football superstar right then.
Kansi had used up his cards within the first
forty-eight hours of his investigation window.
But he’d started recording an encouraging
progress with the ball he’d set rolling.
The journalist had got public support already.
Quitalians were already sympathetic towards
the victim of the sexual assault case. And they
hauled bitter words of criticism at the suspect,
without regarding his celebrity status.
Kansi had been able to corner the football
superstar into a tight spot from which the latter
wouldn’t be able to dribble his way out.
All that was left was for VeShadd to yield to
the pressure from the press as well as the public,
and surrender himself to be investigated by the
police.
Kansi waited for his efforts to yield fruit.
There was nothing more he could do other than
waiting.
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But then, the journalist would now know of
the might of the World Union.
The powerful conglomerate that’d got Tai
VeShadd back from the start.
◊◊◊
A young man in suit walked up in fast, brisk
pace.
At a glance, it seemed the middle aged woman
following behind was trying to catch up with his
pace.
But no, Ms Karen Liu wasn’t trying to catch
up with her personal assistance. It was rather the
other way round.
The World Union’s executive delegate for the
ongoing World Cup walked alongside her
personal assistant. While the latter walked ahead
a few times to get to the doors first and open for
the woman.
Ms Liu soon arrived at the conference room at
the World Union’s station in Quitalia’s capital
city Mailora.
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Like a court of law awaiting the arrival of the
judge, everyone at the conference room was
already waiting for Karen Liu.
When the woman settled herself down, the
entire room was quiet and still. It was like a
courtroom silence just before the judge gives the
verdict.
The nervousness that oozed from the silence
of members of the meeting was itself loud enough
that it thundered in the ears of the middle aged
woman.
And Ms Liu, in an unlikely benevolence,
decided to temper her anger.
‘If there’s going to be a storm, there’s a
moment of stillness before the storm, after all,’
she said to herself.
‘The silence justifies the storm; my
benevolence will justify my oncoming fury,’ she
concluded.
Well, it was this mindset that the renowned
iron woman always used to justify her austerity.
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The middle aged woman broke the silence
eventually.
‘Ladies and gentlemen,’ she said in her
characteristic deep toned voice, ‘what’s the
situation?’
The words were calm and soothing to the
ears. And anyone who was meeting Karen Liu for
the first time would easily fall for the trick.
But never was it going to be the seven men
and women seated at the meeting.
One of them spoke.
‘We’ve found the website that broke the news
first,’ the young man began. ‘The agency’s name
is the Megaphone.
‘We tried to lay hands on the identity of
writer of the news article. But the news agency
wasn’t cooperating. As much as we pestered and
threatened them for it.
‘And we found that in thirty minutes after the
first website published the article, the news
appeared with similar keywords in exactly one
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thousand, two hundred and eighty-seven
electronic sites that have a Quitalia based IP
address.
‘Within that space, too, it was also captured
on four hundred and fifty-three electronic sites
with either foreign or unknown IP addresses.
‘The news was out too as speculative report
on CNN and BBC. And it soon became
impossible to contain.
‘By the second day, the local newspapers here
in Quitalia had it too. And our threats didn’t
matter anymore...’
Karen caught up with the young man.
‘Even a day old baby can do this briefing,’ she
scoffed. ‘When I asked what’s the situation, I
wasn’t asking you to give a flashback of past
events.
‘And I wasn’t asking you to tell me your woes
and failures in curbing the whole thing either,
was I?’
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‘“What’s the situation?” means: tell me what’s
been done to curb the whole thing – simple!
‘Do I really have to spoon feed you that much,
huh?
‘C’mon, tell me… do I have to lecture you on
what to do in such a serious situation as this?
Before you use your Harvard and Oxford
brains?!’
A dead silence
conference room.

enveloped

the

entire

Karen heaved a sigh and her voice dropped as
she resumed speaking.
‘I’ll assume you weren’t fast enough to get
what I asked you at first. And now that I’ve
explained what I mean, I’ll ask for the last time.
So, what is the situation?’
This time, a young man sitting right opposite
the first motioned to speak.
Karen permitted the second to take the floor.
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The young man cleared his throat lightly and
spoke. ‘We’re planning to give an emergency
control, ma’am.’
Karen chuckled aloud. ‘Oh, that’s great!
We’re still in the process of planning! So tell me
what that great plan of yours is, sir?’
The young man stuttered as he spoke;
fumbling nervously with a pen he’d just picked
up.
‘Wi…With the pressure from the public…
ye-yes… Looking at the ongoing pressure from
both the public and the pressmen, ma’am… we
plan to stop the press from getting through to
VeShadd first…
‘And then we’ll have a meeting and strategise
on how to manage the entire situation.’
Karen Liu reclined in her seat and swivelled it
around.
‘Now we finally get to hear your plan,’ she
said. ‘And how’s this great plan going? Is it
complete already?’
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The young man was confused about what to
answer. He wasn’t sure if to say he hadn’t begun,
or to just sit there staring at the desk with a
defeated gaze.
Keeping Tai VeShadd safe was the most
important thing the young man could think of.
He’d reasoned that if the sportsman, who was
in the center of the whole controversy – if he
didn’t give in to the pressures from both the
public as well as the pressmen; then the news
would stay as mere rumours, and die out in time.
But he didn’t know that the World Union
didn’t want the news to even see the light of day.
And now that the matter had blown up
beyond proportion, the World Union desperately
needed it to be buried out of sight, without a
trace.
And as soon as possible, in fact.
To the innocent young man, his own idea
made a lot of sense when he was preparing for
the meeting.
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And he’d in fact put a lot of time and practice
into presenting his special emergency plan.
But now that he’d stated it to Ms Liu, his
special emergency plan just sounded so stupid to
him.
He wondered if it’d been senseless from the
very start, or it was Ms Liu that’d made it sound
stupid with her manner of reaction.
Karen Liu didn’t need to hear anything
anymore. She could pour out her rage already.
But Karen’s anger was more than she could
express if she didn’t want to break things, or
people.
She decided to go for a classy style of
expressing her burning fury.
Karen was into Western movies since she her
teens.
It was from her experience with the movies
that she’d developed her classy style for venting
her furious venom.
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Karen had learned from villains in American
movies that the most terrifying threats are not
made by screaming one’s lungs out.
But by quietly whispering those threats into
ears.
And whoever Karen Liu threatened in
whispers always remembered her threat until
doomsday.
Ms Liu leaned forward and whispered.
‘Then I’m going to give you guys ten
minutes… just ten. You gonna draw out a plan
that’ll bury this scandal.’
She clamped her hands together in earnest as
she finished her words.
‘And I am sure… you are sure, and we all
sure of what’ll happen if nothing sensible comes
out after ten minutes!’
She stood up and walked out of the conference
room as her personal assistant rushed ahead to
lead the way.
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As Karen walked out, she addressed her
personal assistant.
‘I can’t bank on those dumb heads; I need
some bigger news to cover up Tai VeShadd’s
scandal. You, find out what news can beat that
scandal about the boy. Hand it over to me asap!’
‘Yes, ma’am!’ the personal assistant replied
with a firm voice.
Karen added a second instruction.
‘And give the situation some first aid
treatment while we brainstorm on what to use to
cover up the whole thing.’
‘All right, ma’am,’ the personal assistant
replied.
He noted the instructions down, as the two
walked through the hallway.
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Chapter 20
_____

QUITALIA 2018 was becoming more fun for
spectators.
Even the underdogs were fast climbing up the
ladder. And the crowns on kingly heads were
being shaken by the winds of change.
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That particular World Cup revealed a handful
of skilled football players. The tournament’s
revelation consisted of exceptional talents and
teams; and with mind blowing tactics.
It was a tournament with epic action and
dramatic emotions. It was one of a kind.
Among the underdogs that came to a glorious
limelight in the 2018 Cup was the host team. The
Desert Camels of Quitalia.
The team was already entertaining the world
of sports with great dribbling tactics and quite
some rounds of epic goals.
The national team from the North African
country had so earned the trust of spectators at
the stadiums as well as viewers at home all
around the world.
More football fans placed bets on Quitalia in
each match the football team played. Ever since
Tai VeShadd’s staggering goal at the opening
match.
Bets were not only placed on the team but on
the wonder boy himself. Just like the World
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Union itself was betting its power on the ace
footballer’s career at the moment.
But then, the scandalous storm Kansi had
stirred up was enough to shake up the blossoming
tree of VeShadd’s career.
The news outbreak aroused a lot of suspicion
about the sportsman in the heart of Veshadd’s
fans.
Many of his fans, in fact, crossed over the
crossroad onto the path of detesting the
renowned footballer.
And like the value of a company depreciates
when stocks plummet, Tai VeShadd’s worth as a
superstar had already begun to cascade down the
hill of glory.
VeShadd had been more than just a sportsman.
In his career, the young dude had built for himself
a glorious castle in the social circle.
He was a celebrity in his own right. More
decorated than several many renowned music
stars and accomplished actors.
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And his legendary success had been established
by the interest of titans who still stood firmly
behind him.
But then, with the gradual decay of the
superstar’s worth, VeShadd might begin to mean
too little to the big names that were once
standing solidly behind him.
The big conglomerate of world organisations
might, in fact, suffer loss if VeShadd’s value
continued to drop and they still chose to own
him.
The World Union’s Karen Liu had said after
all, that their powerful conglomerate wouldn’t
bark an empty shell.
If Tai VeShadd continued to go down, the
World Union might leave the sportsman soon.
But then, VeShadd was still of some value for
his games at the World Cup. And the entire
world still had their keen interest in him.
For the World Cup spectators and home
viewers had become even more curious about
how he’d perform…
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And with great expectations that the wonder
boy could turn things around from the World
Cup pitch.
And so, the World Union had a rethink and
decided to linger in hope with the sportsman.
The powerful giant resolved to save the
golden boy of Quitalia by every means possible
before he went further down.
With the World Union’s resolve, the news
scandal about VeShadd wouldn’t be enough to
shake up his blossoming tree.
So, Karen Liu ordered her personal assistant
to think of a first aid to give the critical situation;
while her team of young delegates found a way of
completely burying the sportsman’s scandal.
And the first aid the World Union came up
with, was to turn news facts to mere rumours.
To make reporters some petty hungry
newspersons who would do anything for getting
sales for their media company. Even if it’d got to
do with ruining an innocent footballer’s career.
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So, the World Union paid several hundreds of
unemployed youths to discreetly posts witty
comments countering every remark against Tai
VeShadd on the Internet.
Gradually, the pro-VeShadd comments
doused the fire of rage in the hearts of sports fans.
But then, the petty scheme wasn’t enough to
douse the flame in the hearts of non-sportslovers.
And those ones couldn’t just be sidelined.
For it was that sort of people who’d take a
sudden interest in football once every four years.
It was the sort of people who are a growing
dreaded set of fiery talkers and fighters.
And they gloriously sport their badge: Social
Media Activists.
They outnumber those football fans who
would followed an accomplished goalkeeper to
the very ends of the earth.
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And by every means, the World Union
wanted to win over them.
◊◊◊
There was a thorough search for a news
piece weighty enough to instantly drown Tai
VeShadd’s scandal into a pool of forgetting.
But the news pieces available weren’t enough
to cover up a sports scandal. More especially
during an ongoing World Cup.
Just when it seemed the World Union had hit
the wall, Karen Liu came up with an out of the
box solution.
She simply instructed her elite team to go
fictional. She wanted her team to create a news
piece, since they couldn’t find one.
The team set down to work straight away.
The members listed a few sensitive world
issues and scribbled them on the board.
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Sensitive issues that got people all around the
world irked up in no time and start talking on a
spree.
Sensitive topics like gender issues, rape,
nepotism, and racism.
After some minutes of deliberation, the team
agreed on making use of Racism.
The members then created an intriguing plot
centred on racism.
And Ms Liu made the villains of the conspiracy
theory to be her political and business
competitors, rivals and frenemies.
The league of monster characters consisted of
a few powerful presidents of nations. And as well
as presidents of multinational business
corporations all around the world.
The article was sent to big international news
media companies all around the world – and
which Karen Liu as well as the World Union have
in the palm of their hands.
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For Ms Liu, a libel suit even from world
presidents was the very least thing to be afraid of.
For the lioness herself had even the highest
powers-that-be under her control.
The articles were published. And in the
shortest breath, the scandal was absolutely put six
feet underground…
And covered up by a giant heap of Karen Liu’s
conspiracy theory.
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Chapter 21
_____

QUITALIA’s third match in the group stage
of the World Cup was easily wrapped up with a
draw against Croatia.
And that gave the national team one point for
its third match and seven points in all for their
group stage.
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And against all odds, the Quitalian Desert
Camels got qualified for the round of sixteen with
seven commendable points.
It was enough needed motivation to get the
boys out of the heartbreak they got from their
captain and goalkeeper’s trending scandal.
The news scandal about Tai VeShadd had
come as a rude shock to the football team – as the
members were just getting to know about it at
the same time as the rest of the world.
At first, it was shocking to VeShadd’s
teammates hearing such a big scandal about the
gentleman. But later it was a mixture of both
trust and doubts in the team’s captain.
However, with the circumstantial evidence
around VeShadd – like that of his repeated
absence from trainings and attitudinal
withdrawals, many of his teammates were soon
concluding that the scandal could have some
element of truth in it.
But no one in the team came close to asking
the giant football legend.
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Except for his friend right from football
academy days… Staka the midfielder.
And who pleaded with him to focus only on
the World Cup and try to forget his crime of
sexual assault and violence.
A crime that put a nineteen-year-old lady in a
state of coma up till that very time.
With the nonchalance of VeShadd’s
teammates to his criminal act, the goalkeeper saw
that no one really cared about him taking
responsibility for his crime.
The awareness of that seemed to relieve the
young man somehow.
But it was only a respite.
◊◊◊
After the scandal flames were doused by the
World Union, Beya’s parents were back to zero
point in their quest for justice for their daughter.
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The Jan’il couple were soon back to the pitiful
state of powerlessness they found themselves in at
the beginning of the fight…
Only this time around, it was worse than the
start when it was possible to still have hope.
After the couple were forced to sign away the
case at the beginning, Mr Jan’il’s heart was filled
with regret.
The accomplished lawyer dearly wished there
was something he could do to get justice for his
own daughter. But he was rendered powerless.
The middle aged father considered what’d
happened to him to be the worst act of injustice.
He’d reasoned that if the matter got leaked to
the public, the entire nation along with the
international community would join their voices
in sympathy for the victim.
He knew all he needed was for the matter to
get leaked and he’d eventually get the justice his
daughter deserved.
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So, when Kansi helped Barrister Jan’il to get
the story published on the Megaphone news
website, the latter didn’t stop giving his best to
make the plan work out.
Barrister Jan’il had acted like Kansi instructed
him to do just to gain public empathy. He’d done
all he could do, alongside his wife.
But upon everything, within just seventy-two
hours, the news story he’d thought would be a
mountain too large to be submerged, was
completely buried before their eyes.
Yet now that the frustrated father was just
about getting out of the heartbreak, he got a text
message from the notorious conglomerate, the
World Union.
It was a terrible threat in a silent whisper.
If we can bury the story in just seventytwo hours, imagine how short it will take
us to bury your daughter. Don’t dare
make any ruckus with this matter again.
It is your last warning.
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The Jan’ils now felt absolutely powerless and
small.
Kansi was with the couple at their home when
Beya’s father got the message. And the shock
written on Mr Jan’il’s face was vivid enough to
give the text’s content away.
Kansi asked if it was another threat the man
just got in the text message. And the latter could
only nod.
Kansi offered to take a look at the text. And
when he went through, he was shocked at the
degree of threat the organisation would make to
keep things buried.
He passed on the phone to Beya’s mother.
And she was terribly scared with what she read.
Silence descended on the entire living room.
The three adults had run and had hit the wall.
They felt exhausted and defeated.
In a while, some thoughts ran through Kansi’s
burdened mind. He thought to share what he was
thinking with the couple.
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The young man sat up and began.
‘You know I came here today with the thought
of apologising to your family that I couldn’t be of
much help in this trying time.
‘But then, an unconscious thought flashed
through my mind while I was driving here. I
didn’t know where that thought came from,
really.
‘The thought was like I don’t need to
apologise to you in the first place. Like, why was
I thinking I can defend the defenseless? Why did I
think I can help in the first place?
‘I thought my mind was mocking me. I
thought it was trying to mock me for failing to
help. So I blanked my mind to everything and
drove on.
‘But just a while ago when we got that threat,
the thoughts came back. But this time around, I
was too weak to fight back.
‘I just sat still and allowed the thoughts flow,
even if it was mocking me. And just then, I
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remembered a story mother told me when I was
little…’
Kansi’s listeners were attentive; curious to
know where the young man was going.
Kansi went on.
‘Mother told me of a young couple who went
on a date in a public park. The husband wanted to
get an ice cream for his wife; and so he left her to
get it just nearby.
‘On the man’s way back, he saw some thugs
approached his wife. Before he could do
anything, the thugs hit his wife, pushed her down
to the ground and tried to snatch away her bag.
‘The woman held onto her bag all through the
time the thugs assaulted her. She was already
down on the ground
‘When the woman’s husband saw this, he
threw down the ice cream and chased after the
thugs. Meanwhile, he ran past his wife.
‘After about a minute or two, the man came
back to his wife and was full of regret that he
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couldn’t catch up with those thugs and beat them
to stupor.
‘So, Mr Husband apologised to his darling
wife that he couldn’t catch those thugs for her.
And that apology was said to a wife that was still
on the ground wounded!’
Kansi’s listeners were amazed and sat up to
hear more.
‘What type of love do we call that?’ Mrs Jan’il
interposed.
She went on immediately.
‘First thing first – he should’ve cared for his
wife’s state, and then go after the thugs if he
could! That’s called being thoughtful, you know!
That’s real care.’
‘After all,’ she added, ‘what’s so good about
avenging someone’s spouse when it doesn’t
matter to you how and where she’s hurting?’
Mr Jan’il had something to add.
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He interposed. ‘And to imagine he was only
sorry he couldn’t catch the thugs while his wife
was still lying wounded on the ground!’
Kansi gave a mild smile and resumed speaking.
‘Mother told me the story when she was
duped of a really huge amount. I was bent on
getting justice for us and getting her money back.
‘And then, mother told me that man will only
fight for the money lost, but God will fight for us.
With man, it is just for the ego; but with God it is
for the love.
‘She told me the idols of vengeance all around
the world only avenge the oppressed without
ever caring about the oppressed themselves.
‘For them, it a matter of pride; but God does
it because He’s in love with us.
‘Mother said: “God will certainly avenge us,
but he will take care of our hurt first of all.”’
Kansi’s listeners
agreement.

nodded
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The young man continued. ‘I felt I should
apologise to your family because getting you
justice was like a debt to pay for me.
‘Beya is still in coma; and even if my plans had
worked out, it still couldn’t have woken Beya up.
‘I should have encouraged us to depend on
God’s omnipotence in winning the case; and not
to depend on my futile strength that’s for the
sake of repaying a debt.
‘Now I knew the words I heard in my heart on
my way here wasn’t my thoughts. It was the Holy
Spirit reminding me that scripture truth, that “by
strength no man can prevail.”’
‘I’m sorry I jumped into the case for my own
ego, big bro. I’m sorry for that, big sis.
‘I’m sorry I wanted to do this to prove I can
come through for your family, big bro. Like you
took up our case when mother was duped years
ago.
‘I didn’t realise it was God Himself who used
a stranger like you for our rescue then. I’m really
sorry, sir and ma’am.’
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‘Oh don’t be, Kansi,’ Mrs Jan’il interposed.
‘We’re equally learning something good from
everything, you know. Thank you for all you’ve
done.’
‘We actually appreciate everything,’ Mr Jan’il
put in; ‘you’re a good man. Thank you.’
Kansi nodded in acknowledgement.
‘Let’s pray to God, big bro,’ he said. ‘Let’s
hand this over to Him, big sis. And let’s allow
Him do the fighting this time around. Like He did
for the Israelites at the Red Sea.
‘God told the oppressed people of Israel that
the Egyptians they saw that night, they’d look
back and see them no more. And that much He
did for them.
‘So, let’s hand over the fight to the One who
has never lost a battle.
And we’ll be amazed at God will break us
through our dead end.’
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The three adults knelt down in prayer.
And they turned over the case called
Impossible to the One called Almighty.
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Chapter 22
_____

EVER since the day Staka lent a listening ear
to VeShadd’s dilemma, the midfielder lost his
peace of mind.
It was like the still waters in the young dude’s
heart had been invaded by large crocodiles. And
which stirred a turmoil in the waters every now
and then.
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It didn’t take too long for the young man to
notice the change in him.
The first time he began to take notice was
when he prepared for their team’s third match at
the group stage. The match they had against
Croatia.
While the rest of his teammates were calm
and composed before the match started, Staka
was pretty anxious.
But he wasn’t just worried about the match.
He was worried over every little thing there was
in the world.
When a members of the team who noticed his
demeanour tried to calm him, Staka only got
more agitated.
Eventually the midfielder’s nervousness soon
affected his performance. For he was the reason
why the team lost the golden opportunity to
score a second goal against Croatia.
And the match ended with a 1:1 draw.
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Staka’s nervousness didn’t escape the eagle
eyes of the chief coach.
Alhi knew Staka wasn’t mentally prepared for
the match against Croatia.
But the coach wasn’t that interested in Staka
who previously lost a penalty against Nigeria.
Like he was interested in VeShadd who could
score a goal from any point on the pitch.
Staka’s restlessness was getting at him. And he
was becoming more withdrawn as the days went
by.
But then, a day came when Staka decided to
do everything he can to get his head above the
waters. He decided to take a look at himself and
try to see the cause for his change in demeanour.
After brainstorming a few hours, the young
man only ended where he’d started. He was
down and sad still.
Tired and exhausted, the young believer
decided to pray to God.
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He knelt down by his bedside, but he couldn’t
bring his thoughts together to pray. It was rather
a feeling of guilt that shrouded his heart like an
envelope of a dark cloud.
Staka wondered why praying suddenly became
difficult. He knew there must be something
wrong somewhere.
And then, he decided to simply talk to friendly
God. To just talk freely to the benevolent,
omnipresent Ear. And talk as freely the words
come to him.
The young man sat himself on the floor by the
beside in his hotel room. And he spoke to God.
‘You know I’m worried and nervous, God,’
he prayed. ‘There’s a fear in my heart I can’t just
place.
‘I feel sad and guilty too and I really don’t
know why I’m feeling this way.
‘I’m pretty sure I’m not bothered about my
performance in the last match. In fact, I’ve called
dad and mum, and my sisters, too. And
everything is okay with everybody.
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‘Yet, God, I still feel worried, and sad – and
guilty, too. Please help me, God. I really don’t
know what the problem is and I wish to know.
Please help me, God!’
Exhausted, Staka soon started to doze off. He
decided to lie in bed and take a proper rest.
He got up and started to lay his bed. The bed
was littered with a few materials. And among
them was a bible that lay randomly open.
Staka picked up the bible to close it. His eyes
fell on a passage subtitled: ‘Confession and
Forgiveness.’
Staka stalled for a moment and sat down on
the bed.
He looked closely at the passage and he
carefully read the chapter in his mind.
It was Psalm 32.
Happy are those whose sins are forgiven,
whose wrongs are pardoned.
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Happy is the one whom the LORD does
not accuse of doing wrong and who is
free from all deceit.
When I did not confess my sins, I was
worn out from crying all day long.
Day and night You punished me, LORD;
my strength was completely drained, as
moisture is dried up by the summer heat.
Then I confessed my sins to You; I did
not conceal my wrongdoings. I decided to
confess them to You, and You forgave all
my sins…
The words reached to Staka’s heart and soul.
They were the very answer he needed.
It didn’t take long for the young man to figure
out what his sin was. It was the self-centered
piece of advice he gave his friend VeShadd; when
the latter confided in him about his crime and sin.
He remembered how he’d discourage
VeShadd from confessing his sin, because of his
ambition to win the World Cup at any cost.
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His ambition to have his name go down
history as a part of the first African football team
to win the World Cup ever.
Staka felt broken, seeing where he went
wrong.
He thought of what he had been through in
previous days simply because he discouraged a
person from acknowledging his sin and confessing
them.
And he wondered what VeShadd himself
might have been going through in his soul.
The young man felt so sorry for his sin. He
knelt down by his bedside and prayed to the
merciful God for forgiveness.
He knew he’d got to right his wrongs, too. He
prayed for God to help him in correcting what
he’d done wrong.
So he could also help VeShadd out the worry,
and sadness, and guilt.
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◊◊◊
The previous few days had been hectic for
Tai VeShadd.
His absence from the team’s training and from
the public view hadn’t been able to stop the
battles that went on in his soul.
Coach Alhi knew VeShadd’s emotion had been
unstable since the crime incident.
He also knew the ace goalkeeper wasn’t stable
enough to play in the next match coming on in a
matter of days.
He planned on substituting him in the matches
ahead. But he told himself that the team needed
VeShadd to get through the next stage first of all.
‘We should at least get through to the
semifinals before I let go,’ he reasoned.
‘VeShadd’s all we’ve got,’ he said. ‘At least,
for this particular World Cup!’
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◊◊◊
On a fateful Saturday afternoon, the entire
nation was preparing to watch the Desert Camels
of Quitalia take on the Red Devils of South
Korea.
That afternoon, Mr and Mrs Jan’il were at the
Planetario Hotels, tending to their unconscious
daughter Beya… in the hotel suite turned a
hospital ward.
Mrs Jan’il was sketching some designs on a
small sketchpad. From her lookout through the
suite’s glass windows.
Being an accomplished civil engineer, the
middle aged woman was suddenly inspired by the
fantastic window view of the city.
Mr Jan’il was reading a classic to the hearing
of his daughter. He was reading the third part of
J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings.
The novel series was Beya’s favorite and the
nineteen-year-old had read the complete series a
couple of times.
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Beya’s father had picked up the novel on her
daughter’s bedside at home early that morning.
It was the first time Mr Jani’l would be
reading any of The Lord of the Rings series.
The middle aged father took on a soft, low
voice and read the adventure and fantasy novel to
his daughter lying in coma.
It was with a gentle, easeful pace that Mr
Jan’il read out the novel.
It didn’t take forever before the barrister got
engrossed in the work of art. And rather than
read the beautiful prose to his unconscious
daughter, he began to read to himself.
For his voice soon dropped to a quiet whisper.
In a moment, the distracted father felt a
sensation tap on his left fingers, where he sat by
the bedside.
But the man was still so engrossed in the story
he was reading that he didn’t take much notice.
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And then, he felt it again. It was a little tap of
a hand; he could recognise it.
Mr Jan’il raised his head at once. He took a
glance at his hand. He’d placed his hand beside
his unconscious daughter and had felt someone
tapped him.
He rushed up closer and stared at his daughter
who had laid in coma for so long.
Her eyes were open. Beya was awake.
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Chapter 23
_____

THAT Saturday afternoon, the match
between the Desert Camels of Quitalia and the
Red Devils of South Korea was about to kick off.
The National Stadium at Quitalia’s capital city
of Mailora was filled to capacity well before the
match.
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And it was the teams’ match in the knockout
stage. Also known as the round of sixteen.
Some of the players from both teams were
now on the pitch already; flexing their muscles in
a pre-match workout.
But Tai VeShadd wasn’t psychologically
prepared for the match. And he wasn’t ready to
put up any effort either.
He’d suggested to the chief coach that he
benched him for the match.
But the VeShadd-obsessed coach wouldn’t
take benching the golden boy for such an
important match.
Yet Tai VeShadd wasn’t concerned about the
World Cup anymore. He could only think about
saving himself from sinking down to the bottom
of a gloomy abyss.
All he’d been thinking about since he last saw
Beya was righting his wrong. But now, the
sportsman was considering himself.
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Beya Jan’il was the victim of the horrible
sexual assault from VeShadd. But here, VeShadd
couldn’t help seeing himself as a victim, too.
VeShadd sat on the floor in the dressing room;
his head bowed over his raised knees and his arms
folded over them.
‘Why did it happen to me of all people?’ he
wondered. ‘I get angry and break things, yes. But
why does it have to be me? Why do I have to be
the bad man with the bad temper?
‘Ain’t there many people in the world with
even worse tempers? Why does it have to be me?
Why; why?! Why does it have to be Tai VeShadd
in this pit of mess? Why?!’
A tear formed in his eye and dropped to the
ground with a blink of an eye. He wiped his face
with the back of his hand.
And just then, he felt a déjà vu.
He’d once sat on the floor of a changing room
in the posture with which he was sitting then and
with his mind occupied with weighty thoughts.
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Only that he wasn’t shedding a tear in the past
occurrence and he wasn’t sitting alone.
The past moment came back to VeShadd’s
clear memory. It was Staka’s farewell visit to him
at the academy overseas.
The two young men had sat in the dressing
room while Staka talked to VeShadd about the
issue of weaknesses and besetting sins.
VeShadd now remembered the two Biblical
choices concerned with getting rid of debilitating
weaknesses, as Staka had explained.
VeShadd remembered that they were either
the fire of affliction or the fire of the Holy Spirit.
Now VeShadd realised that, like Job in the
Bible, he’d given God no other choice than to use
the uncomfortable fire of affliction to deal with
his character flaw.
Simply because he couldn’t earnestly pray for
the blissful fire of the Holy Spirit. To purify and
liberate him from the dominion of besetting sins
and flaws.
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For the Holy Spirit will not descend on a soul
uninvited.
He wished he’d taken time to desperately pray
for the Holy Spirit to burn his flaws and
weaknesses by his refining fire. And turn them
into strengths instead.
He would have risen up from the place of
prayer an absolutely refined soul. Freed from the
dominion of a besetting sins.
Like a fear-besetted Simon Peter transformed
into a bold apostle by the holy flame.
Like a schemer in Jacob turned into a Goddependent Israel by the fiery touch.
And like a once aggressive Ben Carson got up
from the place of prayer a refined soul.
VeShadd wished he’d taken time to fervently
pray for fire of the Holy Spirit. He wished he
didn’t have to go through the painful afflictions.
When he couldn’t launch his career from the
academy years before, and he left the football
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academy altogether, he remembered Staka’s
words and thought to pray.
But VeShadd thought that even if he prayed,
his football career was gone already. So he didn’t
bother praying.
And then, fortune soon smiled on the young
sportsman. And he was scouted to play for
Quitalia’s national team.
VeShadd soon forgot the idea of weaknesses
altogether. And he told himself he’d faced
enough affliction and he was out of everything.
And that, too, without stressing himself to
pray.
Little did he know that what he went through
was just a warning.
A tender warning of what was to come, if he
left his weakness unattended to.
Now that the puzzle had come together in a
fitting whole fit, more tears dripped down Tai
VeShadd’s eyes and he cried in a whimper.
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Before other players in the dressing room
could notice him, he soon got up and went into
the washroom.
And there, he met Staka.
Staka has sought a prayer room in the
washroom. Since he wanted to briefly pray about
the drawback load of worry on his mind before
the match would kick off.
The midfielder rushed up to VeShadd as soon
as he came in. ‘I was planning to discuss
something with you, Vee,’ he said.
VeShadd hurriedly caught Staka by the hand.
‘Staka, I’m wrong; you are right,’ he interposed.
‘You were right about the fire of the Holy Spirit
and the fire of affliction…
‘I’ve been afflicted, Staka. I need your help. I
need your prayers. I need God to get me through
this. I really need God now, Staka; please, pray
with me.’
Staka was surprised. He was only planning to
talk VeShadd into confessing his crime. But his
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friend had even gone ahead of him to identify the
root cause of the problem.
Staka took a quick glance at his wristwatch.
It was about thirty minutes to the
commencement of their match already. And in
fifteen minutes, they’d match to the field.
There wasn’t much time left.
‘Okay, Vee,’ Staka said; ‘let’s cry to God for
help!’
◊◊◊
Mrs Jan’il couldn’t believe her eyes.
She rushed up to her daughter’s bedside. And
she sat right on the bed, staring at her daughter
with an excited gleam in her eyes.
She didn’t need anything else to prove to her
that Beya had fully woken from a month long
coma. For the nineteen-year-old’s eyes were
open already.
Beya called out in a faint, weak voice. ‘Dad...
Mum…’
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‘We’re here,’ the two parents replied; their
eyes moist with tears of happiness.
‘Can you see me, Beya? Can you see us?’ Mr
Jan’il asked with eagerness.
Beya nodded.
‘Ah, thank God!’ Mrs Jan’il heaved with a
delighted sigh; laying her hand on her bosom.
‘Thank God you’re back, my dear! Thank God
you’re back!’ Mr Jan’il breathed.
Beya tried to sit up. Mr Jan’il motioned for
her to stop and he adjusted the bed to raise her
upper body to a comfortable sitting position.
‘How are you feeling, my dear?’ he asked. ‘I’ll
go get the doctor for you.’
‘I’m fine Dad,’ Beya replied. ‘Let’s talk for a
bit. I really want to talk with dad and mum.’
‘We’re right here, dear,’ Mrs Jan’il answered.
‘We’re listening, my baby,’ Mr Jan’il said.
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Beya spoke in a weak, small voice. ‘I’m sorry
for putting you in so much stress, dad. I’m really
sorry, mum.’
‘Why should we be cross with you, Beya?’ Mr
Jan’il quipped, holding his daughter’s hand.
‘You’re all we’ve got, you know. You’re
everything we’ve got!’ he said; giving her hand a
gentle squeeze.
Mrs Jan’il interposed. ‘We’re only grateful to
God who brings you back after four weeks of you
lying in coma!’
‘Four weeks?!’ Beya quipped in surprise.
‘Yes, four long weeks!’ Mrs Jan’il replied.
‘Thank God I didn’t lose you. Thank God!’
‘Thank God you’re back to us, my baby!’ Mr
Jan’il sighed.
Beya kept quiet for a bit. And then, she
thought to share with her parents what was in her
mind. What she experienced during her long,
unconscious sleep.
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‘I don’t know how to put everything that
happened to me. Everything felt like an unending
night of blackness. Yet it felt so brief.
‘I was in something that felt like a deep,
empty well. At first, I felt comfortable, hiding
there. And I feared coming up to the ground.
‘After some time, I began to see a ray of light
above the pit. And I really wanted to leave the
dark hole.
‘I tried to climb up the deep well. But
something like a large file of magnetic papers was
drawing me down and I couldn’t climb up to the
ground.
‘I resisted the thing pulling me down. I
rumpled the papers and tore them; but they just
kept sticking together again like I didn’t even do
anything to them.
‘Nothing I did could destroy the papers.
‘It continued for what felt like a century and
yet like some seconds. I was exhausted after
everything. So, I resigned to reading the papers.
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And the ray of light shone on me and what I was
reading.
‘I soon realised what was in those papers was
something I have read before. Only that it came
upon me as my reality.
‘It was Genesis chapter 34. The story of Dinah
and Shechem.
‘My life seemed like the reflection of Jacob’s
girl Dinah. And how Shechem put the cart before
the horse in dating her.
‘Like Dinah, too, I was sexually taken
advantage of by Tai VeShadd. Someone who
misplaced priorities and thought he loved me but
wanted to have me to prove a point.
‘But I was able to see that Shechem was never
able to escape the penalty for what he did. Even
when he chose to unite in marriage with Dinah
after he’d raped her.
‘It was clear to me that my assaulter will never
escape a penalty that’d cost him more than he
bargained for. Even when he decided to be sorry.
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‘I understood that God is just; and that His
forgiveness doesn’t necessarily clear off the
consequences of sin.
‘I understood that there’s a sure penalty for
every act of wickedness.
‘But as much as my assaulter would be
punished, like Shechem was, God still pointed
out my own flaw to me from the scripture.
‘And it didn’t hurt me anymore to hear it.
‘To say I didn’t see my flaw is to be obstinate
and proud like Adam. I have learnt to take
responsibility for myself and not be quick to push
off blame.
Because, like Dinah, I went sightseeing the
men about town and was intercepted by a
modern day monster!
‘I followed a superstar around like he is a
demigod. Yet I was hurt that he treated me like a
lowly mortal.
‘And as if that wasn’t enough, I followed him
down to his hotel room at 11 pm. After the
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opening match of the World Cup. Just to show
him random pictures of him that I took.
‘I’ve forgotten he’s a human being with blood
and veins like me. I’ve even forgotten he’s a man.
I only saw him as a star. I only saw him as a
superstar. I was wrong.
‘I cried to God for mercy in that dark pit. I
prayed that He should please forgive me and save
me.
‘And soon, a ladder descended into the pit.
And I started climbing up the ladder until I came
up awake.
‘I now understood that God always wants to
save us out of a pit. But not without first making
us see where we failed. Not without making us
learn our lesson.
‘I’m sorry, dad and mum. I’m sorry for being
that kind of kid you’re just knowing about. I’m
sorry for causing you so much trouble with this.
‘I’m so sorry, dad. I’m so sorry, mum.’
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‘Oh no, my lovely; come on!’ Mrs Jan’il
breathed, dissolving into tears.
‘You haven’t done anything wrong; we aren’t
angry with you at all,’ she said as she took her
daughter in her arms and hugged her tight.
‘Thank God you’re back to us!’ Mr Jan’il said
in a low breath. ‘Ah, thank God you’re back!’
And tears of happiness rolled down the eyes of
those three.
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Chapter 24
_____

THE Red Devils of South Korea weren’t an
easy match for the Quitalian Desert Camels that
unforgettable Saturday.
Both VeShadd and Staka had thought to
quickly wrap things up in the 1st half of the round
sixteen qualifier match by scoring as many goals
as possible for the Quitalian team.
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Just so the team’s coach would grant them
their desired break from the match before the
second half would begin.
But the ferocious Red Devils weren’t going to
take a defeat from an army of Desert Camels on
the football pitch. However bulky and
threatening they appear.
The whole world was aware of Quitalia’s style
of playing.
The national team was the only team in the
World Cup that attacked from the very rear.
With the team’s goalkeeper doing the rarest
striker attack right from the goal post, in fact.
The South Korean football team had,
therefore, deployed a way to tie up the Desert
Camel to an oak tree.
While Quitalia placed two defenders
behind in their formation as they’d always done
in their matches so far, the South Korean team
placed five strikers against Quitalia’s two
defenders.
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And both the Red Devils and its opposing
daredevils used the same mad formation for the
all-important knockout match.
A formation of 2-3-5.
But then, the Quitalian team’s captain Tai
VeShadd was too preoccupied with the worries of
getting done with the match as soon as possible.
So he wasn’t able to pay attention to the
similarity in both team’s formations.
Like VeShadd, Staka was also preoccupied
with finishing his play in the 1st half.
As the 1st half went on, Staka thought to use
VeShadd’s record breaking, goal scoring, end to
end goal kick.
Staka made a long pass to the ace goalkeeper.
And before the ball could reach VeShadd at the
post, two South Korean strikers intercepted the
ball at a time.
The fierce devils had been strategically placed
to intercept passes going to a fire breathing
striker goalkeeper.
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The two Red Devil strikers teamed up in a fast
skidding display of dribbling tactics.
Something that came to stay in that 2018
World Cup as the best dribble of the decade. In
the entire World of Sports.
And while the spectators held their breath in a
moment’s rush of cascading emotions, the fast
skidding ball was soon fired into Quitalia’s
unguarded net.
And it was 1-0. South Korea, 1. Quitalia, 0.
It was after the goal that the Quitalia team’s
captain took note of the opponent’s formation to
be similar to theirs.
He hurriedly passed across an instruction to
his team to change their formation in no time.
And Quitalia adopted a new formation. 3-3-4.
But then, it was already too late. The South
Koreans now made every effort to intercept all
balls passed back to the dreadful Tai VeShadd.
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It didn’t take Staka too long to notice that the
Red Devils wouldn’t give the minutest
opportunity for VeShadd to strike a scoring goal
kick from his post.
The striking Red Devils were all around the
goalkeeper like a swarm of locusts.
Staka took the initiative and decided to take
advantage of the draught of defenders on South
Korean’s goalpost.
The South Korean team had placed only two
players to defend its net.
Staka soon intercepted a short pass from one
of South Korean’s defenders and stopped the ball
with a foot.
In a jiffy, the defender along with two other
South Korean players charged towards Staka to
get possession of the ball and quickly prevent a
likely goal.
Three Quitalian players too scrambled to
strategically place themselves around South
Korea’s goalpost for Staka’s ball.
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Within a moment, Staka raised the ball and
shot an unexpected ball at the goalpost with a
tactical bicycle kick.
And with a parabola reversed shot, the ball hit
the top left corner of the goalpost, deflected to
the centre space and bounced into the net… At
the 34th minute of the tough match.
The Red Devil goalie wasn’t able to save such
a sudden, confusing tactical ball.
It was a goal…
South Korea, 1. Quitalia, 1.
The Desert Camels were able to pull a draw
with the Red Devils already.
But that wasn’t enough for the team. They
wanted more goals but the opponent wasn’t
going to give them what they want.
VeShadd was frustrated and same went for the
other players in his team.
VeShadd dearly wished his team could secure
as many goals as possible in the 1st half. So their
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team’s coach could freely substitute him in the
2nd half and he’d be able to carry out his plan.
After an added 2 minutes of extra time at the
end of 45 minutes of the 1st half play, the referee
blew the whistle and it was half time.
VeShadd sipped a bottle of water and emptied
the rest on his head.
And then, he rushed up to Staka; and the two
young men hurried out of the pitch and headed
for the washroom…
To carry out their all-important fateful plan.
◊◊◊
The Jan’ils were still in the executive hotel
suite turned an exclusive hospital ward.
Doctor Raiib had come to examine Beya, who
had just woken up from coma.
And the doctor had stated that the young lady
had recovered a great deal and that she could go
home with her family by the end of day.
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She would only have to do more of resting
daily, he said. And she’d soon be perfectly fine
and back to her daily activities
Beya’s parents were overjoyed.
Mr Jan’il talked with her daughter. And father
and daughter chuckled and laughed like they just
reunited after ages of parting.
Mr Jan’il laughed at himself, about the fact
that when he was reading aloud Beya’s copy of
Lord of the Rings book series to her in coma, he
was soon engrossed and was reading to himself.
He joked that he had just lost the right to
complain about Beya obsession with popular
fiction. He told Beya he’d have to keep that series
of Lord of the Rings for about a couple of weeks.
‘And, you know,’ Mr Jan’il added, ‘Dad’s so
embarrassed to admit that this time around I’m
not ceasing it but I’m reading it!’
Beya chuckled. ‘And I’m loaning you, huh!’
Mrs Jan’il switched on the TV in the hotel
room.
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The first channel she tuned to was showing a
quick recap of the just-concluded 1st half of
Quitalia’s match against South Korea.
Mrs Jan’il knew Beya might be hurt with the
sight of Tai VeShadd, her assaulter. So she
quickly flipped the channel through other ones.
She soon came on a channel that wasn’t talking
about the match. The channel was just airing their
afternoon news.
Mrs Jan’il decided to join the father-daughter
talk.
But she was stopped by a voice on TV. It
wasn’t a familiar one but the things it was saying
was absolutely not unfamiliar.
The news channel had suddenly switched to a
live video clip.
It was VeShadd going live in confessing his
crime on the Internet.
His crime of rape and violence on a certain
Miss Beya; who he happened to have an
acquaintance with.
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And who, in a bid to cover up the incident,
was secretly hospitalised in his hotel suite.
For she fell into a state of coma after he
assaulted her.
It was breaking news and the news channel
was fast enough to catch up on it.
VeShadd apologised to Beya and her family for
the threats and inhumane treatment they were
subjected to by his backup, the World Union,
just so the case could be buried to save his head.
‘As much as I will like to be among the golden
team that wins the World Cup,’ VeShadd said in
a solemn voice, as he wound up his confession, ‘I
believe I’m not worthy of holding that trophy in
my hands.
‘I admit to my crime and will surrender
myself to the authorities to be investigated and
punished for my atrocities.
‘I have learnt through my experience that
weaknesses and flaws aren’t virtues to be proud
of at all. They aren’t merely habits to indulge or
excuse.
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‘They are time bombs that should be gotten
rid of by asking the Holy Spirit of God to burn
them with His fire, and turn those weaknesses
into strengths…
‘Just like raw gold is refined in the furnace and
made pure and strong!
‘I was nonchalant to the word of God about
my flaw and I didn’t ask for the pleasant fire of
the Holy Spirit to refine me.
‘But I am given an undeserved second chance
now. So, rather than being completely destroyed
by my flaw, I will be going through the painful
fire of affliction to refine me…
‘Instead of the peaceful fire of the Holy Spirit
that I could have sought for while I had the
opportunity.
‘People, your weakness may be as common
and ordinary as anger, lust, pride, or even
drinking.
‘Or they may be as big and embarrassing as
addiction to sex or pornography; or even incest,
pedophilia or homosexuality.
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‘Whatever they are, they are besetting sins
and they operate exactly like time bombs.
‘Small as they may appear, they would
someday blast up a sky high explosion that could
raise down an entire life!
‘Just if you do not desperately cry to God now
to do something about that ticking bomb!
‘I, Tai VeShadd, am a sorry testimony of that
fact. Please do not end up like me!’
And with that the footballer finished his live
recording.
VeShadd’s video went viral like the spread of a
global pandemic. The news reached Coach Alhi
in no time and he knew VeShadd couldn’t
continue to play.
Quitalia went on with the World Cup but
without VeShadd. For the accomplished
footballer was soon arrested and tried in court for
his crime.
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Tai VeShadd was sentenced to seven years’
imprisonment on a two count charge of rape and
attempted murder.
The seven years’ imprisonment wasn’t a big
deal to VeShadd anymore. For there was grace
from Heaven to go through the affliction fire
unscathed.
It was better to him than the soul’s maddening
prison he’d been in for what seemed like ages…
in the struggle to cover his sin.
Now he was absolutely sure he would no
longer be a slave of that weakness that wanted to
destroy him.
Tai VeShadd lost his illustrious, world
celebrated football career to a tiny flaw.
One tiny flaw that super-magnified itself into a
monstrous bulldozer. Just when the young man’s
shine was the brightest in the entire world.
Mrs Jan’il turned off the TV with the remote.
The family of three all heaved a deep sigh and
went absolutely silent after.
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They had always wanted justice. And now that
justice was right in front of them, they lack the
expression to articulate how dreadful it felt.
At last, Mr Jani’l broke the silence with a
deepened sigh.
‘Ah, they call God the Dreadful Avenger!’ he
said.
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